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FOR HADLEY OF MISSOURI
It Will Be Taft or Roosevelt, or Dark Horse, or Nomina,
lions by Two Conventions, Each Claiming to Be
Regular Taft Forces Stand Pat.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
!V

TAFT FORCES STAND PAT.
la the second test ot the eon- vention with Wisconsin voting,
the Taft forces mustered 5C4
votes and the Roosevelt forces
510, a clear majority for Taft
of 54.
A tremendous demon- stration for Governor Hadley
swept the convention off its
feet for 45 minutes this after-noon and he looms large as the
compromise candidate.

Delegates as a Whole Show Tremendous Regard for Magnetic Missourian, Who Is Especially Well Known
in New Mexico. The First Genuine
Enthusiasm.

President.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) been made to "steal" the Washington
was evident as the day wore on
Convention
-Hall, Chicago, June 19. delegates.
that the compromise or third candiWilli interest so Intense as almost
As one of the Tift delegates from
date talk came from delegates and
to preclude applause, the Republican the state, he declared there was no
not leaders.
national convention at 10:30 p. ni. to- primary law in Washington.
Hadley today said the situation was
J he
day was in the midst of a three hours'
declaration is utterly false."
not altered in a single detail by the
d'S""'iii on ine motion oi uuvernor he declared, "tnat the state of
v
election of Root.
.
,
to
New
Leased
of
Missouri
"mime"
to
Wire
...
.
Mexican) ment against the Hadley motion. From States!" leaping and waiving
the iiirtn nun ever ciurieu
iuy meoaore
his
Shrewd
two By Special
..j
observers declare
Convention Hall, Chicago, June 19. the gallery came a shout of "Hooray arms.
temporary roll oi 92 delegates contest- Roosevelt." (Applause from the Taft
points in today's deliberations are
I he crowd never
If some one had seized the psycho for Sunny Jim!"
changed its steadvM'f' by "he Roosevelt taction, but seat- - delegates.)
dependable.
Watson asked whether the delegates roar and the sergeant-at-armled Cole- el ly the national committee.
Dovell was interrupted with groans
First No contest will be decided as logical moment this afternoon, in the
mass of felt able to judge on the merits of all man from the platform.
seething,
turbulent,
milling
it seeinea iineiy mat we aeuare ana nom the Roosevelt forces when he
desires
until
the
have
contests
Hadley
in
A beautiful girl in the gallery waved the vole on the question would last all said:
the national convention, the cases involved in Hadley's motion.
been gone into and returned from the delegates
"When it was discovered the
Hadley could have snatch-;e- He pointed out that but few of the con- a picture of Roosevelt, waving
her the afternoon.
credentials committee.
night, before the state convention that
the palm of victory for himself and tests had been discussed by the speak- handkerchief and throwing kisses to
Although the convention faced the the Taft forces were in control, the
Second There will be no comprothe crowd. They saw her, in a
real struggle of the Roosevelt leaders adherents of .Mr. Roosevelt declined
mise candidate until the Taft and at the same time have made the nom-- i ers.
ination
of
Demo
A
Clark
Roar of "Noes."
and then it was pandemonium.
Champ
by the
to obtain control of the permanent to come to the convention because
Roosevelt forces have tested their
He
crats a ludicrous impossibility.
"Now you are not in a position to The racket had lasted half an hour roll of delegates, there was a notice- they knew they were beaten."
strength further on roll calls.
was called for again and again by the judge the merits of these controver- - illul was more deafening than ever, able lack of
excitement, or enthusiThe clerk, for the information
Merely Chewing the Rag.
ot
Republicans.
sies," said Watson. A roar oi "no"jT,le.v tooli the California bear up to asm about the convention hall today. the convention, then read the names
Convention Hall, Chicago, June 19. yelling
It was at the conclusion of the de- came up from the delegates.
the g"rl in the gallery and waived it Soon after Chairman Root had arwhich
convenChairman Root called the
the Hadley motion
'
would
bate over the Hadley motion to unseat
"You are in no nosition. you are in over nel' head.
rived at 1:51 a. m. he was flanked on strike from the roll, and the list of
tion to order at 11:15 a. m. After 92 of
the Taft delegates when Watson no temper if you will excuse
in
Woman
my
Leads
one side by Governor
Cheering.
Hadley, the those which it would seat.
prayer by a Rabbi, Root announced said he believed Hadley would consent
The woman proved to be .Mrs. W. A. Roosevelt leader, and on the other
saying so to judge these cases."
that an agreement had been reached to refer the
When the announcement was comby
quest ion of the committee
Davis, 42:11 Drexel Boulevard, Chica- .lames Watson of the Taft forces.
Renewed Calls "for Hadley.
between Watson and Hadley that on credentials when appointed. He
pleted; Henry J. Allen, of Kansas, was
As a preliminary to the (Jay's ex- presented to
three hours of debate equally divided
Watson
was interrupted several go. The Oklahoma and Nebraska delespeak in support of the
passed back to where Hadley stood,
gations went up and led Mrs. Davis pected hostilities
be admitted.
were
and
all three shook Hadley motion.
renewed
times
calls
there
to
and they passed down
the front of
down
to
the
at
section
the right j hands "and returned to their corners."
press
Hadley opened the debate, arguing the
and stood side by side lor Hadley. The governor appeared of the platform, where she
Cheered and Laughed At.
again led
to' unseat 92 contested Taft delegates. amid piatform
and was accorded the greatest ovation
Three Hours' Debate.
uproarious cheering which lasted
Mr. Allen frequently was cheered
the great volume of cheering.
Some
He presented the statement of four- several minutes.
thus far.
Governor Hadley and Watson ar- by the Roosevelt
and
delegates
teen members of the national commitThe uproar showed no diminution of them carried her on their shoulders
The cheering became deafening. At
for an equal division of the
ranged
to
the
platform,
laughed at. by the Taft adherents. Aftee that 92 contested delegates should first few of the Taft delegates partici- - after twenty minutes.
three hours' debate that was to be al- ter being
Clark's and Wilson's States Lead Off.
not be seated. Hadley rebuked the pated in it but later
interrupted several times,
Wild Welcome for Missourian.
lowed on the Roosevelt proposition to Allen shouted:
fhey joined.
"You haven't got anyThe
Missouri
standard
was
and
waived
his
remarks
jeers
interrupting
1)2
Both
floor
and
a
were
substitute
on
Rooseroll
Off.
Leads
Stubbs
containing
galleries
on high and in au. instant, the New
thing until this convention
is over;
speech, asking serious consideration
their
Governor Stubbs of Kansas, standing
feet, whistling, cheering, yelling,
raised their stand- velt, delegates in place of 92 TaTt fol- then the Lord only knows what, you've
to arguments on both sides.
Jersey
delegates
on a chair, was prominent in
the pounding chairs, and stamping their ard and started around the hall, Mis- lowers seated by the national commit- got."
feet.
"Utterly False."
cheering.
"Are you going to abide by the desouri, Hadley's home state, followed. tee, lief ore calling the convention to
was
at
finished
and
11:58
Hadley
Watson and Root joined in conver- Then
At last New York and Indiana joinWest Virginia joined the proces- order, Chairman Root and the other cision of this convention?" cried a
followed by W. T. Dovell of Washw ith
as
sation
he
stood
whole
and
the
Hadley
ed,
finally nearly
body
waiting sion. The ovation to Governor Hadley officers posed for a series of pictures.
de'egate from Colorado.
ington for the other side. Dovell said of delegates was on its feet yelling. for the wild welcome to cease.
started'-fire of talk on the This helped to delay matters several
"I'll answer you later."
it was "utterly false that the state of The regard of the convention as a
But the tumult went on and on. Hats convention running
minutes
the
scheduled
floor to make him the combeyond
hour,
"Answer me now."
Washington ever was carried for Mr. whole for Hadley was apparent all day were thrown in the air and one en11
o'clock.
for President.
Roosevelt."
Dovell was interrupted
Delegate Xewcomb of New York
thusiastic negro delegate raised an promise candidate
today.
Chairman Root finally pounded the made a
Doubtful Delegates Favor Hadley.
with angry jeers and questions from
point of order against further
New Jersey uprooting its sign, led a umbrella and cast, it above his head.
The Roosevelt people yelled them- tf.ble with his gavel at. 11:15 and or- interruptions of the speakers and
the Roosevelt partisans.
In one corner of the hall, Governor
up the aisle.
procession
s
dered
sergeanl-at-armthe
to clear Chairman Root held it. well taken.
H. J. Allen, of Kansas, followed DoStubbs of Kansas, his light hair glcam- - selves hoarse, while irtnny of lhe
Other States Join.
doubtful delegations joined in the aisles.
vell, supporting Hadley 's motion.
The chairman made a special plea
. .
his
waved
wild'v
arms
,..
ing,
leading
,
Fifteen minutes
,
the cheering.
Missouri, West. lrginia, Nortn Car-- i viirt-,.
before for fair play to the speaker.
passed
Senator Hemenway of Indiana, spoke
i
iutt'i
viuti,
One of the Ohio delegates grubbed Chairman Root, again took up his gavAllen was followed by former Senagainst the Hadley motion. Hemen- uiuia, ivausas, wkihiioiuu luiioweu. ne
The California delegation
endeav- way said that of the fourteen members noise was deafening.
ored to put up their Roosevelt banners up the standard of 1h;it state and el and with emphatic blows on lhe ator James A. Hemenway of Indiana
and
Ohio
Nebraska joined the yell and start around
of the national, committee protesting
the hall, but Ser- - marched across the aisle in front ot table, insisted upon quiet and order. for the Taft forces.
'
the stage.
California, Nebraska and Then pounding the table against, Root
against the committees roll, all but two ing parade. Massachusetts, California
Stone
halted
Senator Hp.nenwny declared that
quickly
Kansan carrying the standard of that announced: "The exercises I mean
had been returned from the commit- and Minnesota followed. Pennsylva- them.
the work of the national commitee
nia
and
Dakota
took
South
also
a
became
bedlam
joined
of
noise.
tee this year.
the business of this day will be had been done
fairly and regularly.
Teddy Drowned Out by Hadley.
Kemenway said they might con- a hand.
First Great Ovation.
opened with prayer by the Rev. JoThirteen to Thirty-Nine- .
the
HadIn
to
midst
of
the
ovation
Watson Also Popular.
The first great, ovation of the con- seph Stolz."
demn, but he said: "Penrose above
"Thirteen members of the commitThere was a tremendous ovation to ley, Illinois was trying to start the vention was fairly under way. Governflinn every time!''
Senator Root announced the un- tee had signed this protest, thirty-nin- e
refain
want
"We
was
It
Teddy".
just
j Hadley and Watson,
min
or
Hadiey retired from his place on finished business of the day.
lasting many
The Lie is Passed.
have seated these delegates.
audible under the s"at volume of the
of the stage and stood
During Hemenway's speech a war utes. A dozen or more delegations,
.Now they ask you
to uphold that
Hadley's Substitute Motion.
cheering.
steady
Mr. Root and Mr. Watson
at
of iheated words broke out in the In- all yelling at the top of their voices,
The motion of Watson that the con- minority without seeing the evidence;
tremenNext
the
inarched
President.
amid
around
the
the
Hadley
chairman's
hall,
smiled
table,
lie
diana delegation. The lie was passed
vention proceed to the appointment without, getting at the fact," he said.
W. H. Coleman of Pittsburg, Pa., broadly. Oklahoma and
between Captain W. E. English and dous, thunderous noise.
Pennsylvania,
Hemenway insisted that only thirof
the regular committees and the
rushed
to
A
the
round
of
James
stage shouting "Hadley
applause greeted
W. H. Dye. Great confusion followed.
teen
members of the national comof
motion
Governor
substitute
next
the
of
the
E.
President
T'nited
Hadley
Watson, who concluded the argu(Continued on Page Four.)
Mayor Shanks of Indianapolis, said
that the Roosevelt list of delegates mittee signed the protest.
Record was a liar. "He can get a
Taking up the Texas cases, Hemenlie substituted for the temporary roll.
scrap out of me if he wants it."
said that Cecil Lyon had conway
He
also
announced
to
the
agreement
Great confusion.
a three-hou- r
debate and asked
it trolled 5.0(1(1 federal appointments in
Five Minute Recess.
MINE
NOT FAVOR
there was objection. There was not. Texas; that his word had been law,
At 1:35 p. m., an intermission of
It had been agreed in advance that but this year the Republicans of the
five minutes was taken, so people
other faction had sent a delegation,
should be no
there
could leave for the afternoon.
It was
NEAR TRINIDAD
DRAW
BOLT points of order against parliamentary
the Roosevelt not of Cecil Lyon officeholders, but of
announced that no one leaving would
be allowed to return. The band playmotion, the Taft forces agreeing to independent voters.
From the Pennsylvania delegation
ed during the intermission.
fight the matter out before the delecame a yell: "How about Penrose?"
Judge Morrison's Son Follows.
Fire Boss and Twelve For-- . In Response to Inquiry From Hadley and Other Chief Lieu- gates.
Bending over and shaking his fist
Robert E. Morrison of Arizona, folto
As Governor
advanced
tenants of Rough Rider the front of the Hadley
White, Attorney General
lowed Record, in opposition to the
eigners Believed to Have
stage to open the de- i: the faces of the delegation HemenHadley resolution.
So Holds
bate, a round of cheers from the way, his face flushed, shouted: "Give
Been Killed
So Declare
Flinn, every
Texas Boss Praised.
Roosevelt forces greeted him. When :ne Penrose before
C. C. Littleton of Texas, supported
the tumult subsided, Governor Hadley time."
wild.
The Pennsylvanians went
the Hadley motion. He argued for
began an explanation of the situation
SLOPE BADLY CAVED IN TKEY GET THE OLD SALARY BUT WILL FIGHT EVERY
chairs and brandthe regularity of the Roosevelt deletheir
upon
Climbing
convention.
the
confronting
gates. He denied Devine's charges
He reviewed the events of yester- ishing their fists they yelled epithets
and lauded Cecil Lyon.
Flinn
Constitutional
The
for
Provision
day
leading up to the ruling of nation-a- i and vitupratiou at the speaker.
Not
Is
Those
Crushed
Colonel
I'The
Absolute
Outright
Boss,"
Methods of Boss Lyons Denounced.
in the
himself
a
took
part
prominent
committee
chairman,
Rosewater,
Were Suffocated by PoisWas the Announcement
County Officials Does Not
Devine bitterly assailed the political
which quashed the Hadley motion to demonstration.
methods of National Committeeman
This Morning.
onous Gases.
Apply to Office
Disorder Quelled.
purge the temporary roll.
Cecil Lyon ot Texas. He concluded
Chairman Root at last threatened
"We could have met immediately
amid much disturbance at 2:32 p. m.
Despite the veto of the county salary ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican ) and forcibly have reversed this arbi- that one exceptionally noisy member
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hadley Ovation Lasts 45 Minutes
111., June
19. Thirteen bill, county school
June
19. Theodore trary and unparliamentary ruling," of the convention, be removed from
Trinidad,
Colo.,
Chicago,
superintendents
was
It
45 minutes since the racket
miners are entombed and are believed may continue to draw the same nay as Roosevelt had his fighting blood surg- said Hadley, and he was roundly the hall. Comparative quiet ensued.
for Hadley began. At last, Chairman
Throughout the hall came yells and
to be .deed as a result of an explosion was
ing early today and from the moment cheered,
Root began to pound for order.
provided for their respective offi- - he reached his conference
and for a few moments tumult
Jeers
in
in the new slope of the Hastings mine
Quarters
to
we
chose
wait patiently
"Instead
Mrs. Davis returned to her place
ces under territorial government
prevailed.
hotel until his field
congress
of the Victor American Fuel Comuntil
today."
in the gallery, but the racket and
to an opinion rendered today taing left tor tne convention
As the disorder continued in the
hall,
Governor Hadley read the "indictpany last night, according to advices
w. Ulaney, attorney general there was unusui scurrvine ahont.
Dy
cheering for Hadley continued de- received here
Pennsylvania
delegation, Senator Root
Another miner in
as
of
the
committee
today.
national
ment"
response to an inquiry from Alvan
came to the front of the stage and
spite the chairman's pounding.
manSenator
his
Dixon,
campaign
The
been
rescued.
uttered by Colonel Roosevelt in hist
X. White, state superintendent.
Mr.
At last, after about 45 minutes badly injured has
to Flinn, he shouted: "If the
mine is located sixteen miles north of
"'i Monday night's speech in this city, pointing
.
,
V
Clancy, in brief, holds that the con- u
quiet was restored and Governor Had- Trinidad.
gentlemen from Pennsylvania wishes
and
called
cheer.
out
it
a
big
stitutional provisions affecting other kins, Gilford Pinehot, and others most
to commend his cause to the just and
ley spoke. Governor Hadley said
The main slojie is bodly caved and county
A Great Voice.
honest members of this convention and
salaries, as passed upon by the intimately in the Colonel's confidence.
there was no misunderstanding between himself and Mr. Watson, "or rescuers have been able to make but state supreme court, do not apply to v,ere ci0Seted with Mr. Roosevelt later
lie true that there are the American people, he will cease to
"It
may
little progress. Rescue equipment is the office of county superintendent of lor more than an hour.
any other honorable man."
many persons who do not agree with interfere with the delivery of a reasondis- - schools:
He said he would favor referring being rushed to the scene of the
Governor Hadley said after the con- nr. that Theodore Roosevelt should be able and decent argument."
The opinion in full is as follows:
Senator Root was cheered.
j
sultation of the leaders, just before go- our candidate tor president b it tnere
the resolution, but in such a way that aster.
No Preliminary Warning.
Santa Fe, X. M., June IS, 1912.
"We will have order in this conven
no man should be a judge in his own
ing to Mr. Roosevelt's rooms, that he can be no difference of opinion that
Trinidad, Colo., June 19. Thomas, Hon. Alvan X. White, State Superin- - thought there would be no change in his voice today is the greatest, of the tion, or the members responsible for
case.
tendent of Public Instruction, Santa: the oonvent-odisorder will suffer in the estimation
program of the Roose-Fe- western world," sftid Hadley.
Watson moved to refer the Hadley fire boss, is believed to have lost his
X. M.
of the American people," added Sena
vieforces.
in
The
life
the
other
explosion.
jvelt
statement
from
a
read
He
resolution to the credentials comfour
then
Dear Sir I have before me your let-- !
"We are going right ahead fighting teen members of the national eoni- - tor Root.
ti:ns are believed to he foreigners.
mittee.
Then in the midst of a new tumult,
The new mine taps what is known ter of the 17th instant and take the t.Very inch of the ground," said
Governor Deneen of Illinois moved
mittee protesting against the action Flinn climbed
opportunity to answer. ernor Hadley.
upon a chair and de
delein
as an amendment to Hadley's resolu- as the "B" seam of coal which lies be- "iou possible
of
the majority
seating many
in February, 1912, in ac-- j
that
manded
say
gome
of
of
Mr.
recognition.
the
friends
d
low
old
"A"
seam
the
workings.
tion that no man whose seat was congates, particularly in the California,
with sec. 21, chapter 97, laws Velt were not so certain
"A point of order,'' he shouted.
that the Texas
tested should participate in the judg The new slope branches off to the of 1907, you fixed the
and Washington cases.
of
salaries
"State it," commanded Root.
Colonel
would
have
some
other
plan
left from the old main slope ,a short,
an
ment on his own case.
earnest
Governor
made
Hadley
"It is that the mention of personcounty school superintendents for the.j,. his wind which might upset things.
mouth
of
mine
from
the
distance
the
of
Watson moved to table the Deneen
alities of Penrose and Flinn are not
That the Colonel has taken absolute plea that personalities be left out
"
""J
of
driven
a
been
has
distance
and
motion.
the debate declaring the question was in order."
be taken by the first state legis- - command seems a certainty.
.
Tho Ynlninn la naliAVpn might
so clearly one of principle that it
Chairman Root said he understood .1 kA( foot
x
8ectlon
oneo1
artlcte
"The gentleman's point is not well
is
Colonel
absolute
said
"The
boss,"
,'ir
ne.nr th ,BM
f
would not be involved with anything taken. The
the Deneen motion to mean that none
gentleman will be seated
10
before
new
the
shortly
workmgs
e'se.
of the delegates named in the Hadley
tion Qf coumies anQ the fixing of saI. n:orning
at once," ruled Root.
was
even
No
felt
concussion
resolution could vote on any contest- o'ciock
Hadley was given the closest attenFlinn sat down.
,ariS o( coun,y offlcers you fimher)
RoogeveU wU, order & wjth.
In closing, he detion throughout.
ed seat. The roll call on the motion in the immediate vicinity of the mine Mjr tnat , yiew of the faet Jnat the'tirawal of his delegates from the
Arizona and Indiana Cases.
the first warning of the disaster county galarv bm has- been vetoed, vention if the credentials committee clared that when the vote on the
l
to table the Deneen amendment began
George L. Record of New Jersey,
saw county suuerintendents have reauested f.iilu to nnwnt tho
came when a nignt watenman
r
came he would contend that on spoke for the Roosevelt
side. He
at 4:05.
smoke issuing from the mouth of the you for an opinion w ith reference to delegates included in the appeal sub- - the question submitted only the votes dealt with the Arizona and Indiana
Another Test Vote.
their salaries and that, unless the de- - niitted by Governor Hadley, was the of these delegates whose seats are cases.
Vote on motion of James E. Wat- new slope shortly before midnight.
14
cision recently rendered by the
A double convention was held in
discussed
Bodies Located.
son to table Governor
around not contested be allowed to ballot.
Deneen's
proposition
court makes !t illeeal for the headquarters just before the conven- !
Arizona, he said.
amendment:
The Law and Precedents.
Superintendent Cameron and party prem?
The great crowds in the galleries belm
'aw lueJ1 ai.uie nun openeu ior tne secono (lay. un
"uu:uu"l
oi
Alabama, yeas, 22; nays, 2.
succeeded in 'ocating a number
all precedents agree," he
"All
law,
as fixed by you, it would seem that every hand, it wag agreed that this decame restless during Mr. Records' arArizona, yeas, C; nays, 0.
bodies behind heavy falls and no hope
no man should be a judge
"that
said,
the salaries so fixed might be quarterly velopment was certain to follow ap
gument, it was luncheon time and afArkansas, yeas, 16; Nays, 1.
is held out that any are alive. Those
iu his own case."
ter the proceedings had been exceedArkansas challenged and a poll or- not killed outright died soon after- drawn by county superintendents; and proval of the national committee's ac
Hadley was followed by W. T. Do- ingly tame, many of the spectators
dered. Result, yeas, 15; nays, 1; two ward. Cameron believes, from suffo- you request my opinion upon the ques- tion.
tion.
in vell, of Washington, who argued in were leaving the building.
chief
Roosevelt's
lieutenants,
not voting.
cation. Fresh men went Into the
The section of the constitution upon eluding Governor Hadley and Deneen favor of the Taft delegates seated by
Senator Root appealed again and
Ae second poll of Arkansas resulted, mine shortly after 9 o'clock. The which was based
the recent decision served notice today that they will not the national committee from Wash- again for quiet. An outburst in the
and
the of our supreme court provides that no sanction a bolt under
yeas, 16; nays, 1; one not voting, a mine fan was not damaged
Indiana delegation followed the asserany circum ington.
wrecked slope Is slowly being cleared county officer should receive any fees stances..
loss of one for the Taft forces.
Mr. Dovell characterized as reck- tion of Record that in one district in
They made no secret of their
of poisonous gases. Excellent order Is
position fn this respect and announced lessly false, the statement credited to
(Continued on Page Fire.)
being maintained about the mine.
Colonel Roosevelt that an effort had
It to a number of newspapermen.
(Continued on Pfge 4.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Relative Merits of Boss Penrose and Boss Flinn Discussed
Amidst Cheers and Jeers. Hadley Motion to Unseat
92 Taft Delegates Causes Storm.
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Chicago, 111., June 19. The second
day of the fifteenth Republican national convention opened with ten hours
of stubborn fighting ahead and the
outcome of the contest for the presidential nomination uncertain.
The
There were four possibilities.
nomination of Taft; the nomination of
Roosevelt; the nomination of a third;
candidate, and possiblities for a sec- end or double convention.
Temporary Officers.
Chicago 111., June 19 Temporary ofNational
ficials for the Republican
Convention, named by the
on arrangements, of which
Colonel Harry S. New of Indiana is
-'

chairman :

Chairman.

Elihu Root, New York.
B. Gleason,

Secretary. Lafayette

New York.

Assistant Secretaries C. M. Hager,
Kansas; John L. Moorman, Indiana;
North Carolina; George
L. Hart, Virginia;
John H. McXary,
Nebraska;
Oregon; H. C. Lindsay,
John
Horace H. Banderoft, Illinois;
L. Adams, Iowa; Percy E. Stoddard.
A. L. Dalrymple.
New Hampshire;
New Jersey.
Sergeant-at-Arm- s
William F. Stone,
Maryland.

A. W. White,

Sargeant-at-Arm- s
Assistant
ward P. Thayer, Indiana.

Ed-

Chief Doorkeeper John J. Hanson,
Maryland.
Chief Usher William B. Austin. Illinois.
Chief Medical Staff Dr. George C.
Hunt, Illinois.
L.
Parliamentarian E.
Lamson,
Ohio.
Official stenographer M. W.
Washington, D. C.
Chief Clerk. L. C. Heckinger,
New-Jerse-

Chaplains. Rev. James F. Callahan,
IlChicago; Dean Walter T. Sumner,
linois; Dr. Joseph Stolz, Illinois; Rev.
John B. Shaw, Illinois; Dr. J. Wesley
Hill, New York.
Reading Clerks William A. Wait,
Michigan; Otto Bossard, Wisconsin;
Thomas Williamson, Illinois.
Tally Clerks Archibald G. Graham,
Indiana; Henry C. AVoodill, Massachu-

setts.

The fight today began when Hadley

presented an expurgated list of delegates and moved that 92 of the
Taft delegates be unseated.
It seemed certain that Taft leaders
would refer the "expurgated" list to
the credentials committee and that
cot-teste- d

an individual roll call would follow.
Hadley, floor leader of the Roosevelt
contingent, had arranged with the Taft
floor leader, former
Representative
James E. Watson of Indiana, for an
hour and a half debate by each side.
Whatever the outcome, it was planned
adbefore
to appoint committees
journing the session and to take a recess to 8 o'clock tonight. The night
session was planned to receive the report of the committee on rules and possibly one other. As planned, the convention will get down to business on
Thursday morning. It was expected
that the credential and platform reports would be made Thursday night.
May Be Double Convention.
If Roosevelt partisans are beaten it
may come to the talked-o- f double conIt was frequently rumored
vention.
that Roosevelt had urged his managers
tc take steps today to force the issue
regarding the demanded revocation of
action in contests.
Roosevelt managers claim they are
confident of swinging the situation.
They declare they would have many
additional: votes including eight from
Maryland that voted for Root, and additional votes from North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Illinois and Oregon.
"We w ill win beyond question," said
Dixon, the Roosevelt manager today.
"If these contested delegates are allowed to pass on their own claims,"
said Senator Miles Poindexter of
Washington, "Roosevelt will be a can-

didate."

Threaten Bolt.
This was construed as meaning a
bolt if Roosevelt men are in the minority. Although Roosevelt may visit
the convention as a spectator, the
Taft leaders today insist that he could
not, under the regulations of the national committee, take part in the deliberations, without a vote of the convention, itself. If he should get a
vote on such a resolution. It was conceded that he would control the convention.

Taft Leader Confident.
Mr. McKinley was confident of the
final success of Taft. He declared
that Taft won over a number of Roosevelt delegates through the roll call on
He said that
temporary chairman.
nearly all the Roosevelt
delegates
voting for Root will stick and that
Root's personality is a factor for the

j
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The Little Store

DOING

THEIR DUTY.
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chief sufferer, the water standing three
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Scores of Santa Fe Readers Are from its foundations. N'ight was made
as light as day by continuous flashes
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.
of lightning and sonif of the people
To filter me tilood is the kidney's thought the end of the world had
come. Wagons were caught by the
duty.
When they fail to do this the kid- Hood and broken to fragments."
neys are sick.
Backache and most kidney ills folDitch Controversy.
low.
of the Peate V. W. MeClel-laJustice
)
Heln the kirinpvs rin thrTr
held an
session of the jus
Doan's Kidney Pills huild up weak
court at Albuquerque hearing the
tice
kidneys.
lease of T. Chavez and Pedro Gurule
Santa Fe people endorse our claim. versus Toribio Archuleta and Roman
Manuel Delgado,
110 Canon
St.. Xoktseo, et
al., in which the plaintiffs
Santa Fe, X. Mcx., says: "The pub- asked $100 each, for
damages alleged
lic statement I gave in praise of to have been sustained
as the result
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds of the defendants' action in
turning
For four or five years I was loose the waters of an
good.
acequia on June
subject to attacks of backache which 1th, which it is claimed, destroyed conwere so severe that I was unable to siderable
property.
I tried various remedies said
work.
to be cures for such troubles, but
Milking the Family Cow.
nothing benefitted me until I used
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Charged with maliciously milking
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS proved their worth and effected a the family cow of Sheriff J. S. Urishan,
youth whs
cure which has been permanent. My Jose Rubino, a
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills declared guilty of juvenile delina'
has been gratifying that I gladly by Judge Robert R. Ross in t.h'
court at Trinidad, Colorado. The
recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 boy was alleged to have "kidnaped"
cents.
Co., Buffalo, the animal and to have led it to the
New York, sole agents for the United seclusion of a clump of pinions where
he milked her and consumed
the
States.
liquid. The boy was senRemember the name Doan's and health-givintenced to the stale industrial school.
take no other.
i.

"Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

1TE
WITH

all-da- y

Always the Leader

OCtl

b

Southern Corner Plaza,
CASH
PURCHASES.

ALL

n

the

WHOLESALE

AND

C

RETAIL

in-l- y

Fosten-Milbur-

u

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

All kinds

of flowers, garden

&

FOOD.

STOCK

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

Ida

f GHENT

DHDTI AMft

El Toro

45
Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

I

Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All

Vard 33 J Hickox

Phone, Red

100

Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Wells Fargo

100

Phone, Red

& Co.

100

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts

All

of

the World.

QAVP MftMPV an1 ,nconvenience byPurchasing Wells
AtC lUUnEl fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travel-

er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
II

Payable
Throughout

v'

fviimim,

C

AM AH

A

MPYIfrt

and Ail Foreicn
Countries

miwuvu

SENT BY TELEGRAPH

REMITTANCES

W. C. LONG, Agt,

Santa Fe, N.

JVY.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
First-clas-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

livery rigs.

s

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,

SANTA FE,

310

San Fracisco St.

N. M.

WHEN JUNE IS JUST AHEAD.
How fair a world this world can be
When June is just ahead,
When blossoms grace the apple tree
And summer's rugs are spread
Across the meadows soft and green
Ami on the graceful slopes,
And on men's faces there is seen
The glow of splendid hopes.
How good it ie to be alive
When June is drawing near;
How good to hope, to dare, to strive,
To tting a taunt at fear;
The world is never quite so fair
And victory ne'er thrills
As when, with roses in her hair
June trips across the hills.
The year's fair bride, with robes of
gauze.
Her pathway blossom strewn,
The world grows fairer than it was,
With each return of June;
And though in mansions in the sky
Their banquet may be spread,
I mourn for those who have to die
When June Is just ahead.
(S. E. Riser, in Chicago Record Herald.)

Poison in Pudding.
While making a chemical test of a
well known brand of gelatine, officers
of the federal pure food inspection department at Denver, say they discovered arsenic in such quantities that the
eating of a large amount of the gelatine would cause tatal results in many
cases. Allowances are made for a little arsenic in gelatine, because of the
crude hydrochloric acid in it. In the

particular brand under investigation
there is said to be eleven or twelve
times more than is allowed by the royal commission

of London, by

whose

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
frencU Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
ew York Chop Suey EOc.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS2
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding toma. Wir B'.nbudo

Station.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Hampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means something wrong with your
kidneys; a weakness, an
inflammation, a breaking
down, may be, of tha kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
is the true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
strengthen and heal your
Tti.n

IDE

Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
,

To

Be

Completed July 1st, 1912.

.Via
LllO.HUU

YOUNG HUBBELL FILES
SUIT FOR INSURANCE.
He Asks Court to Force Sophia Hub-belto Pay Over Some $4,000
He Alleges Is His Own.

l

Albuquerque, N. M., June 19. In
the district court here yesterday a
suit was filed by Thomas S. Hubbell,
Jr for $4,275, alleged to be the principal of an insurance policy, less a
loan thereon, which had been collected by Sofia A. Hubbell, his guardian,
on the death of T. S. Hubbell, Sr. The
complaint alleged that this policy had
been paid over to Sofia Hubbell about
September 2S, 1911. Interest and the
return of the principal were asked.
A petition was filed by the same plaintive, asking that permission be granted to sell about fifty acres of land,
valued at $:!() an acre, to provide
funds for his upkeep and education.
Both this and the former action were
filed through J. Lorenzo Hubbell,
guardian of Thomas S. Hubbell, Jr..
who is a minor.

Began in Fun.
Several years ago, in a spirit of fun,
Harry Beidelman, an employe of th
New York, New Haven & Hartford
railroad at Hartford, and Miss Marion
E. Shoeman, daughter of
Shoeman, of Allentown, Pa., began a
correspondence through a matrimonial
bureau. Finally Miss Shoeman after
they had exchanged photographs, invited Beidelman to call on her. He
arrived a few days ago, and they iden.THE STATE
tified each other by means of a white
carnation worn by each. After taking a stroll they became engaged and
Resisted an Officer.
were married by the Rev. C. F.
Jose Sanchez was fined $23 and
in Christ Reformed church.
costs at Las Vegas for resisting an
officer.
Sale of State Lands Set Aside.
By a decision of the supreme court
Will Fight Extradition.
of Colorado, which deel
Dr. Welsh, alias West, held at Al- of two sections of state land near
buquerque on orders from Colorado
ray to C. B. Briggs and L. D. Brown
Springs in which Welsh is charged were conducted illegally, the school
with bigamy and perjury, will fight fund has been saved
$18,500, accord
requisition.
ing to President Keating of the Colorado state 'and board. The land wns
The Visitors Quit.
sold in ll05, one section at $6 and the
A Sunday baseball game at
Las other at $10 an acre. Two years after
Cruces came to a sudden end, when the sale it was charged that the adthe visitors from El Paso quit the vertisement required by law had apgame and the umpire gave the game peared in only a few copies of the
to the home team.
editions of the local newspaper. Suit
was brought to set aside the sale on
the ground that, the purpose of the adThe Clovls Riot.
John Riser, charged with having vertisement was defeated when it was
incited a riot to drive the negroes not printed in the entire edition. The
from
was
Clovis,
released af- supreme court held the advertisement
ter a hearing before "District Judge was illegal and the sale invalid. An
J. T. McC'lure.
There was no direct appraiser of the board yesterday valued one section at $15 and the other
evidence against him.
at $;!() an acre. The board will demand
rent for the past seven years.
Extinguishing Red Light in Denver.
On a vagrancy charge preferred by
Sheriff Sullivan, Abe Goodman and WHEAT, OATS AND
CORN RULE WEAK.
Fred Mitchell, two of the principal
niacquereaux at Denver, were sen- Weather
Favorable to Crops Gives
tenced to thirty days in the county
Bulls in Chicago Wheat Pit a
jail by Justice of Peace Morris.
Decided Setback.
Tucumcari After New Railroad.
The chamber of commerce of Tu- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111.,
June
19. Better
cumcari is working on an extension
of the Dawson railroad from Tucum- weather and lower cables today weakcari to Texico. It is to be a link in a ened wheat. Opening prices were a
down. September
railroad to the gulf which would car- shade to 1
at 103
to 103
a fall o,
ry coal from the Colfax county coal started
'i
to
and inclined to the under
fields to the Panama canal.
level named.
The close was firm with September
Drunken Brawl.
exactly the same as last
Charles Phillips lies in a precarious at 103
condition at Albuquerque as the result night.
In the corn crowd the only
of a drunken brawl over water rent.
apparent
Simon Torres, alias Juan Garcia, P. demand was from shorts. Sentember
r
to
lower at
Benavides, Caesar de la Cruz and Mrs. opened
s
to 71, but reacted to 71
Josefa A vila were arrested. The last l
The close was firm at 71
for Sen- two were dismissed, Benavides
was
held under $100 bond while Torres tember, a net gain of
Oats developed a heavy tone in symwill be given a hearing on Saturday.
pathy with other grain. Sentpmher
started a shade to
off at 40 to
Wedding at Las Vegas.
and steadied to 40401-8- .
Father A. Rabeyrolle, formerly of 4UlA lighter run of hoes here and west
Santa Fe, at Las Vegas officiated at
the wedding of Miss Elizabeth McTn-tyr- e than had been expected strengthened
First sales were 2
5
of Rocky Ford, Colorado, to John provisions.
to 171-2higher with September de
Colwell of Las Vegas. Miss Delia
sister of the bride was maid of livery 19 to 19.10 for nork: 11.17
for ribs.
honor and James McGovern was best tor lard, and 10.72
man. Miss Marie and' Lucy Clements SUFFRAGETTES KNOCK OFF
CHANCELLOR'S SILK TILE.
sang: "I Ijve You Truly," and Miss
Ida Laird played the wedding march.
'Fy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, June 19. A savage attack
Two Peculiar Cases at Estancia.
Jose Castaigne was accused at Es- on David
chancellor of
tancia by Ernest Riccon of assault the exchequer, was made today by
with intent to kill, but the hearing in a small band of suffragettes outside
justice of the peace court wound up of Caxton Hall, but beyond knocking
by Mr. and Mrs. Caswigne and Riccon off the chancellor's silk hat, they did
being required to give $500 peace no damage.
bond. M. L. Hardin was accused by
John Grimes of shooting a mule belonging to Grimes. The case was dismissed with costs on the prosecuting
witness.
When health
8

Colonel Sellers, Mayor of Albuquerque Calls Meeting of Association to Find Out Reason.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 19.
Charging that since the law was enacted abolishing the coal oil inspector's job, the price of gasoline has
gone up four cents a gallon. Colone.
D. K. B. Sellers, mayor of this city
and head of the state automobile association has called a meeting of the
association for Friday night at the
CSommercial Club here to enter a
protest and star' an investigation.
.

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

Phone 14.

suggests

that something is wrong

"

recent cloudburst that made torrents

of all arroyos: 'This village was visit
ed by one of the worst floods in the
history of the community. Shortly af
ter midnight, the storm broke over
the town and the flood raged down the
Manzano arroyo carrying with It immense logs as if they were merely
matches. Great damage was done to
growing crops. Lucas Zamora was the

Try

POSTUM

William Burden, Albuquerque.
W. W. Risuon, Madrid.
B. uomero, Las Vegas.
H. 11. Brook, Buckman.
A. A. Crow, Los Angeles.
A. G. Faulkner, New York.
A. S. Walker, Albuquerque.
Fred H. West, St. Louis.
I. J. Chapman, Trinidad.
P. S. Cramer, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Currier, St. Johns-bury- ,
Vt.
Florence
Coffeyville,
Helmering,
Kans.
Maud G. Haynes, Coffeyville, Kans.
Mrs. Helmering, Coffeyville, Kans.
Perry S. Bean, Las Vegas.
T. J. Freester, Climax Springs, Mo.
T. C. Hammond, Denver.
F. L. Keen, Boston.
L. L. Cahill, Springer, N. M.
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita, Kans.

;
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Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.

K"

FRANK M.JONES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. rfed 76

I
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N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

ODS,
rtant

Electricity plays a most impopart. The grandfather would

be amazed

at the radiance

of the modlight? To

ern homeand why all this
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

Palace.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
E. Dawling, Las Vegas.
T. J. Scott, Las Vegas.
Mrs. S. Keusley, El Paso.
C. E. Ellard, M. D., Memphis, Tenn.
Elias Clark, Alcalde.
George Qualey and wife, St. Louis.
A. Eckert and wife, Chicago.
F. H. Wielandy, St. Louis.
W. B. McFarland, Silver City.
Chas. J. Muse, Leavenworth, Kas.
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
Mr. and irs. S. R. Seese, Toledo,
Iowa.

desired.

POW
IS QUITE SO

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS

NOTHING as to touch the button

and

is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

LINE.

Phone Red 161.

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

SANTA FF WATFR & I IfiHT CO.

f
Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

J.F.RHOADS

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

UPHOLSTERING

4

A

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

and Gents' Custom

Furniture.

Skirts or Riding Suits.

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for a id Delivered.

and repairing of your
FURNITURE
It costs but little to renew your
See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do

Made Suits, Overcoats,

101

in place of Coffee
n
" There's a Reason "

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

Delivered to your house.

104Galisteo Street
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS., Agts.,
You

,

Phone

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Montezuma.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

1

-

Why Import Mineral Water ?

4

Flood at Manzano.
A correspondent writes from Man-zano, Torrance county, regarding the

It

If Its Hardware We Have

Joe F. Zinkler, Kansas City.

4

Lloyd-Georg-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Hotel An ivals.

2

.... $1.50 and $2.00

hitiiIa..
ICgUUtLli

of vour bladder, and drive
out Backache and Rheumatism.
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
Khabit fonata" drugs. Try them.
For sale by all druggists.

c

Rooms With Bath,

Mrtn.i.a
AIU.IJTO,

prove serious.

l--

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

WITH

standard the pure food department of
this country is governed. The pure
food officers say that in some cases GASOLINE GOES UP;
even a taste of the gelatine would
AUTOISTS MAKE PROTEST.

4

WOODY'S HACK LINE

Backache
and Rheumatism

Eh? Your

cannot get

up

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE.N. M.

Santa Fe.

to date printing

material
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company Beg both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tention.

Society Stationery The New Mexl.
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc.
taken for engraved and
work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
Or-de- rs

ed

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE.
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WOMEN'S OXFORDS

2T.

HAGE THREB

M.

Taste Will Appre
a Discriminating
With
c
' .
4... unuI c
j
01 uur
ciaie ine oeauiy
superiority
Oxfords and Pumps at a Glance.

THE WELL

r- -

9
H

These are Button Models, Ties and Pumps, Patent Kid, Dull Finish
Leather, Handsome Tans, Suedes, Velvets and Satins in Black, White
or in many Choice Colorings.

A

Size and Width for Every Foot,

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00.

PUMPS
1

This Is a Strong Advertisement,

Prices Here Are Always Very Moderate.

--

Come in and Make Us Prove It

89raU3a3XSS2ii8gR

!

v. SllllUBt!il.,'WBHrAM.)l
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

aatSKJSISIESMSBv iTOM FLANAGAN, TORONTO
glad to take a day off.
TRAINER, AT LAS VEGAS.,
Johnson was down to 2IS pounds,
?!
so far. Wat- J the lowest he has notched
M
2 Cold
LI 1 LI
June 10, 1912. should not be allowed will be given Highway to Mining Camp of Organ
on Train- i
Puts
Weather
Damper
sen Burns who has charge of the
'
is Latest Proposition That Will
Notice is hereby given that Julian an opportunity at the above mentionino in Both Johnson and Flynn
ed time and place to
Be
Pushed
Through.
camp, believes Johnson is as low as
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
Camps on the Gallinas.
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
'he
on June S, 1907, made homestead enshould be right now. The camp
n ttm ftift flint tl.n fin.llncr of ,.c.;,l.
offer evidence in rebuttal of that subDona Ana
Report on Kentucky Oil Fields.
Ever since twenty-fivtry, No. 115S8, for lots 7 and S and mitted by claimant.
19,- -lt
has decided that Johnconference
N.
June
M.,
'":ls
'"1st
Vegas,
The United States Geological Sur- crable flows of oil in a few very shalcounty citizens went up to Santa Ke
south half of southeast quarter, secthis
cold
so
that
timied
here
R. OTERO,
MANUEL
son's
morning
a
of
low
edition
second
liarin
fighting
wells
near
countv
this
weight will be 215
lias
of
the
this month
and vey
published
early part
tion 6, township, 13 north, range 9
iu work pounds and as he is within
,IRlla, routine
thre'4
Register. camped on the trail of the legislators its report on the geology of the Camp- botirsville resulted in an oil excitment. :lf"'r
filed
has
New
Mexico
east.
meridian,
"oither of the big fighters could be pounds of the figure, ft little let-uand
of
both
an
five
Wolfe
immense
oil
which
of
amount
houses
until
roads
Ky.,
ion
county.
field,
during
good
final
notice of intention to make
induced to get out in the aiternoon. now and then is thought advisable.
snM t
CALL FOR BIDS.
Kiock w.-bills were passed, the interest in good the oil and natural g'as field in Knox vuluele
th
proof, to establish claim to the land
Tlie
thermometer dropped down as
colis
in
the
result
reads
was
Dona
been
followed
Ana county has
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
by the
public. This
county, Ky. The report
Tommy Ryan quit the Flynn camp
above described, before the Register
low as 32 degrees and there was a with his
M. J. Munn.a
oil
s
of
field
of
boom
and
the
of
of
by
the
bonds
the
$200,000.00
State
the
lapse
increasing.
investigation
middleweight, Howard MorS.
of
land
U.
and Receiver
the
office,
winter
overcoats,
for
row. Ryan says Curley promised him
blacklisting of this district by hasty
Through the initiative of the officers fi ologist of the Survey. The principal
ar Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th of New Mexico to be issued under au
found too
$.:,0i0 to train Flynn, but Curley says
thority of au act of the First State ot the Las Unices Auto Club, eathus- - object of the work in the Campion oi oil men, without anything like a even the spring boys being
day of July, 1912.
for the chilly winds that blew this is ridic.ilotis. Hyan wouldn't lisLegislature of New Mexico entitled iustically supplemented by its mem-- ; field was to ascertain, if possible, the thorough testing of the
deeper (light
Claimant names as witnesses:
"sands." in which oil and gas pools of down the mountains.
ten to anything else and then quit.
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New "An Act providing funds and making bers and other citizens of the county, value of such work locating
his roadwork Foxy Tommy attempted to repudiate
for
fiscal
increased
first
Johnson
the
to
have
been
before
year
able
for
taken
vigorous
drilling,
testing
steps
great value have been found farther
places
Mexico.
this morning, going a all of the stories he had given out
Mr. Mann made the statement that north.
by two mih-Juan Sanclie", of Kennedy, New for the expenses of the executive, leg- improve road conditions. The county
' total of fourteen and
islative and judicial departments for commissioners
by taking "good geologic work in advonce of
tiring out. all of about Flynn's good chances of winNatural Gas in Alabama.
Mexico.
the payment of interest on state in- - vigorous steps to secure the collection drilling could easily reduce the cost
- the men who started out
with him. ning ind claims now that he never
SurStores
The
United
Geological
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
cebtedness and sinking fund require- - of the road tax, which for years past of thoroughly testing this region by vey has published a second edition oi Hut in the afternoon his o tldoor gym-- authorized such an interview although
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TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
at

40 per cent, from regular selling price--1- 0
Lots out of this addition
per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without inhave placed upon the market 100 Fifty-Foterest or taxes. There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after 100 of them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES.
I

ot

Since I have acquired this property three years ago I
have sold over $3f,000.00 worth on a basis of the regular
map prices and up to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
where
the
instances
three
or
two
purchases were large-run- ning
as high as $5,000. That the marked prices are
the original can he verified from more than fifty platu
with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
dealers and individuals who have
the hands of
purchased. This addition lies between the State University and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the Rio Grande valley for miles. There
has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 160
real-esta-

te

acres of land one mile east of the University for permanent

fair grounds. This moans a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this car line
is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two block
more than the present
of it will be worth from 50 to 100
map prices.
Silver Avenue is the principal street through the addition. This street is graded its entire length and iino
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length of
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, although most of them sold brought full map prices.

a

tl

lots at $100 each

45 lots at

175

lots at

20H

SO

55 lots at

I'.'---

)

Wl lots at

150

at
at
at
at

250
2: 5

at.

H25

at
at
at

350
3T5

lots
45 lots
1( lots
20 lots
14 lots
i lots
7 lots
5 lots
3!)

"
"
"
"
"

lino

400

"
"
"
"
''

"

There are in the addition K! lots at
4 lots at

450
550

"
"

This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably
is no other city in the United States with anywhere near
the prospects of 'Albuquerque that close in lots can be
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
lie sold in a hurry.
If you are interested write for a full
ti.ed city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot.
Xo reservations out of the 480 unsold lots, you can pick
nnv of them.

"

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

M. P. STAMM,

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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VALLEY. RANCH ACTIVITIES.
Valley Ranch N. M., June 18, 1912.
Some of those tking advantage of
the beautiful day and splendid roads
yesterday, visiting Valley Ranch in
their motor car were Mrs. and Judge
W. H. Pope and a party of friends,
,

"The Grasses and Grasslike Plants"
an instructive and
interesting brochure issued by the
Agricultural Experiment Station at
Mesilla Park and includes
illustraFEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS. tions and descriptions of New Mexico
including Johnson grass which
It might seem somewhat, out of grasses
became the pet aversion of the first
fine
of
in
middle
as
the
place right
There is wealth runa political scrap as was ever staged, state assembly.
into many millions of dollars in
ning
to turn aside for a time to consider
New Mexico grasses, for upon them
the Federation of Women's Clubs, is
built the stock industry that repmany members of which will spend a resents some
$50,000,000 capital and
tViSc r.itj Un- i
tmtinimiir
rurti,lv
'
"
some $2o,000,0.00 of annua production.
.
to anyone who is familiar with that
It will surprise most readers of the
.
.
federation, what it has done in the! monograph
to discover
in

DEVELOPMENT.
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Fred Muller, receiver
U. S. Land Office

of

the

in Santa Fe,

has been instructed by the
x department in Washington to
send a copy of the three year
homestead law which, thanks
to Senators Fall and Catron
x and other western senators,
x was put through present Congress and promptly signed by
X the President. This is a matter
of small moment did it not
serve to call attention to the
fact that in order to carry out
his instructions from the department, Mr. Muller will have
to send copies to some 9,000
X homesteaders in the Santa Fe
X district alone, only one of six
X districts In New Mexico, who
X have not proved up on their
X claims.
And in this connecX tion, we learn that since the ofX fice was established there have
X been 17,000 homesteads filed'

V

X upon.
In the face of this large filing
X
X it leads one to ponder at what
X an immense body of land still
X remains in the state to be gotX ten under cultivation, some
X
acres of public land
X remaining, much of it being
X capable of fanning either by
X irrigation or otherwise.
Not only is it necessary
X
X that this be done, to populate
X our state, but that it may bring
X this land under production and
X thereby taxation for the upX building of New Mexico.
One of the crying needs in
X
X this connection is that our imX mense areas of land shall be
X opened up to the homesteader
X and to this end we must have
In our good
X transportation.
X road laws enacted by the last
X legislature, great "benefits in
X this respect will accrue, but the
X most vital
factor in
the
X opening of lands is railroad
X transportation. Few people in
X the state have paused to think
X of the limited number of railX roads now within New Mexico
X and of the almost unsurmount-abl- e
X
difficulties they have met
X and subdued because of the
X long mountain
stretches, the
X great plains of sand, the lack
X of water and the heavy cost
X of construction and operation.
X It behooves us now upon enterX ing statehood, to make a bid
X for new capital along with new
X immigration.
It is vital that
X we start off our new state with
X a fair and square policy to
X every legitimate enterprise and
X that we let it be known that
X we want new lines of railroads,
X that we want new settlers, that
X we want new manufactures,
X that we want new irrigation
X projects, new mining
comX panies, and, in fact, all legitiX mate branches of industry and
X finance.
This is much more important
X
X to New Mexico than to many of
X the other states because our
X topography, our products, our
X climatic and industrial conX ditions are so widely
differX ent from the other states;
X much more important than the
X adoption of
politiX cal "isms," that attract beX cause
of their
glittering,
X though hollow promises and
X pretensions that are never reaX lized in practice.
X
We have some of the richest
X lands untitled, some of the richX est ore and coal deposits, some
X of the greatest tourist and
X health resorts, some of the
X greatest natural power sites
X and our timber resources
are
X among the finest left in the
X nation.
But until we can bring all
X
X these things together, we can
X not make great headway. T'n-tX
our power sites furnish the
X power for factory and irrigaX tion; until our timber furnishes
X the lumber
for homes and
X buildings, until capital develops
X our immense mineral deposits
X and the farmer tills our fertile
X acres and until we have railX roads and wagon roads to place
X our varied products upon the
X market, we can not greatly
X change New Mexico from what
X she is today.
X
Put it up to the people who
X are here today to bring these
X things about and to build and
X not to destroy. There is but
X one way to do it and that is to
X get what we need by encouragX ing development and immigraX ' tion, hand in hand with a due
X regard for the rights of all,
X through just such laws as were
X passed by the first State AsX sembly.
d
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while Mr. Zook, the popular Santa Fe
druggist, wilh John R. McFie, Jr., rode
over on horseback, putting in a full
day fishing, expecting to return to
Santa Fe with a iarge supply of
speckled beauties.
Frank Owen, manager of the Water

and Light Company, accompanied by
Mr. Oakley, reached
Valley Ranch
this morning in his motor car in time
for breakfast. It is a known fact that
Mr. Owen is not likely to return empty
handed. A full creel is the least that
can be expected of Mr. Owen.
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men
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to
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each
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three
It
trict,"
carry
English wildly, waving
nts lists in tne air.
the heavy standards which had been
William Holtou Dye, a Roosevelt especially weighted to prevent such a
delegate in the Indiana delegation, demonstration.
Some of the California delegates as
shouted at English. The latter yelled
question ...
D' speaker s stand calleu
to- - lr,ey went
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and
. ,
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"Liar,
past and what a wonderful scope it
liar,
liar,''
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out
e want Teddy."
A stalwart
ward Dye.
has for future work, the Chicago con- '
quite large and that 9 tribes, 72 genera
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and
species are listed.
state attempted to thrust it upon tlw
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from an insignificant movement, the
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So
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occurred
disorder
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"The first session of the
and a "grizzly bear dance" there until
delay totalled fifteen minutes
otganization that has come into being shall begin at twelve o'clocklegislature
on then
noon,
-Record resumed his argument, pushed on by other delegations,
as a result, of a direct necessity and no
one organization in the United States the day specified in the proclamation attacking the right of the contested! Some of the states found their
of the governor. Subsequent sessions men on
the Indiana
wields more influence along the lines
to; standards so securely fastened to the
delegation
shall begin at twelve o'clock noon, on vote.
V
floor that all efforts to dislodge them
pursued by the Federation.
the second Tuesday of January next
Irish Wit Brings Laughter.
futile.
The Federation embraces the rich
proved
As to
The Massachusetts people tugged at
and the poor, though its membership after each general election."
Robert E. Morrison of Arizona, then
the time and year of "general" elec
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is largely composed of what might be
of the Taft delegates theirs for ten minutes and then broke
Article XX, section 6, of the 1,oke in
tions,
it.
termed the middle class, were class
from that state,
says: "General elections
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recognized in this fair land.
They Want Teddy.
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be
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shall
state
in
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The New York delegates climbed on
a variety of objects in as many of the
in Novem- made by the Roosevelt forces in the
the
after
first
day
Monday
different states, but above all things
Arizona state convention caused much thier chairs when the demonstration
in each even numbered year."
it has turned its hand always to the ber
merriment. He said the Roosevelt peo-- had been in progress seventeen mindid so to observe and
utes
things most needful of aid in the varThe Lake Vrton project is to the pie at the end of the convention not to
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take
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the
front again and its construction would
"Bolted,"
sas delegation, a deep throaty yell
Aside from its educational advantages,
work a miracle in southern Guada- ed a voice from the floor. "Yes, and
a sample of which is shown in this
the
demonstration.
"We
punctuated
The water for the pur- we remained and passed every parlia-- i
want Teddy!" "We want Teddy!"
visit of the club women here, its lupe county.
to be mentary move that was necessary."
pose is available, the lands
came the yell, and soon it developed
and
its highly practicable covered are
literary
next
The
was
H.
Thomas
the
exceedingly fertile,
speaker
into a deep droning chant that rose
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
side, it has been the object of the
is such as to assure bumper Devine of Colorado, a member of the
above the flood of sound.
Federation to give honest and careful climateof a
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
crops
great variety of agricultural Taft forces and slated for chairman of
study to social and economic quesCalifornia's
and there seems no reason the committee on credentials,
pole
Central Location.
products,
tions. Through its clubs organized, to
joined the parade and the Massachuexpect anything but financial sue- as
Branded
Fakes,
Unanimously
in
for
smaller
and
cities
the
instance,
Xj
cess for the undertaking. The wise,
THOS. DORAN,
Devine sat in the sessions of the setts men hoisted a big hat on their
Large Sample Rooms.
XI towns,
the Federation has
been
laws passed by the first Republican national committee as the broken standard. During the demon-- ;
conservative
Xj brought in close touch with the people state assembly should make it much
of
Barnes
New
York cried:
representative of Colorado. He de- - stration,
Xjso that its work has extended from easier to secure the
necessary capi- - dared the fourteen members of the "I'm not disturbed. Reason eventu-- '
Xlsuch eommonnlaee affairs as building
tal for such enterprises in New Mex- - committee had "listened to their mas- - ally will be restored."
and equipping libraries to caring for
ico than it ever was before.
Mrs. Longworth Smiled.
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parks, conducting
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not
Roosevelt
they
Longworth,
A Very Small Monthly Cash Premium Will Give You
poverished localities, caring for and
from her seat near the press stand,
BEST COMBINATION ACCIDENT AND HEALTH 1MSURAXCE WRITTEN
Santa Fe is growing and prosperous. know."
to'ucating poor children, to influencing
'
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up when the demonstration beand practically securing the enact- Those who thought that the adjournIllness and Accident Benefits pay you fio.OO to Jl'JO.OO per month.;
Turning to the southern contests,
ment of the legislature would leave Mr. Devine characterized the action of gan and looked out over the sea of
ment of nation-widlegislation.
This
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It is in no sense a suffragist move- many modern homes vacant, were mis- the Roosevelt men in "stirring" up waving hands.
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damnable
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piece
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ment, but it is first of all, a demo- taken, for not a modern house is to
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cratic, purely American organization be had for rent. Businessmen, too, of business." There were groans and the rail talking with a friend when
is cheers at this, and thereafter Devine the chant of "We want Teddy" began
of women, of mothers and of daugh- as a rule, declare that business
ters for the highest ideals that only better than ever before and the New was constantly in trouble with his au- founding much like "We want Hadand Meyers.
ley!" She straightened up and waved X
real women possess and the good ac- Mexican believes it, for its own busi- dience.
New York, N. Y., June 19. (Ameriness the past six months shows an During Devine's denuncfation of the friends aside to catch the cry; then X ARE NEW MEXICO
complished has been untold.
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can)
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X
R. H. E.
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X
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"Hadley,
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Three
This evening at eight o'clock,
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structive, not destructive, in having one cent of poll tax has been turned
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will address
women are interested in charitable, give that much of a contribution to- aroused the ire of Senator Root. He
Brown, and Stephens.
walked to the front of the stage again. got him and he was led- off the stage. X the men and women of Santa
civic and humanitarian work.
ward the support of the schools.
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a
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Colonel Roosevelt.
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to
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subject,
say
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at
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Featherstone) that,
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lleluiering and her daughter,
PERSONAL MENTION
:riorence, and Miss Maud S Haynes of
Coffeyville, Kansas, are visitors here
today. They are taking a leisurely
NATURALLY.
trip through the southwest, and this
(From Judge.)
looming visited the many interesting
A young woman with only a nickeJ
sights in the city.
Wished for something her palate toJ Harry Grant Kelly, sun of .Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Keliy of I.as Vegas, artickle,
"I must get for my lunch,"
rived on the California limited from
She said, "something to munch."
Denver where he has been attending
So she went in and bought her a pickle. school at Sacred Heart college for the
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a
successful
Morgan, Doming,
A
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GOODS
Josephine Hersch of this city is in California, who is visiiing his daugh- ty, approved.
Xo.
Mr.
on
a
visit
to
end
A.
:;(!(!,
A.
Albuquerque
Jones. East Las Veters, Mrs. C. C. Catron and Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Isaac Barth.
J. Lavan, declares that he knows of gas, waters of Gallinas, Pecos arroyo,
L. L. Cahill of Springer, X. M., was no other town as certain of
growth Tecolote, Coyote, etc., rejected. Failamong the business visitors registered and prosperity as Santa Fe appears ure of applicant to publish notice as
at the Palace today.
required by office regulations.
to be.
Xo. M.j. p. s. Young, of
Mr. E. C .Abbot will leave tomorDr. J. A. Reidy of Albuquerque, ar
Hope.
small irrigation project of SII0 acres.
row for Seattle and other northwest- rived in tne
to
last
per
city
night
ern points via Denver.
form an operation upon Mrs. Harrv!1'lll,rcve(i for ''?rs of Eagle Draw.
A. Eckert and wife, tourists enroute Moultoii who is a
for State Treasury.
patient at St. JoThe following funds have been reto the coast from their home in Chica- seph's hospital.
Dr. Reidy is one of
go, stopped over here today.
the best known surgeons in the Duke ceived by State Treasurer O. X. MatEdward Mitchell of Union county, City, having recently performed a num- ron : James A. llaird, treasurer o
who has been in Saijta Fe on official ber of difficult operations at the hos- Otero county, $7,i2.u!): A. Davidson,
$ business, left today for his home.
treasurer Chaves county $3,(1(12.02:
pitals there.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, Santa Fe Nestor O. de B;ica, treasurer Union
Maggie D. Clayton of Willard and
Abner J. Meeks of Albuquerque were attorney ana we:i Known historian, 'county, $5,423.21; Will M. Rohbins.
married at Albuquerque last night.
arrived yesterday noon from Albu- treasurer, Sierra county,
$4S1.74;
Jessie M. Fitzgerald of San Diego, querque on federal court business. game protection fund, $11.5(1; C. D.
I NOTHING j
Calif., and Oscar M. Goebel of Belen Colonel Twitchell's second volume of Miller, stream gauging fund, $l,(0q.
were married in Albuquerque yester- Xew Mexico history is from press and
Penitentiary Commissioners.
More Beautiful Ever Seen in Santa Fe
Friday forenoon at ten o'clock, the
be is at work on several monographs,
day
board
I
of
Adelito Lucero, sister of Mrs. A.
one of them of especial interest o- penitentiary commissioners
hjU, lelt yesterday tor Carrizozo. cnlly, to be entitled "Famous People will organize and also award contracts
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
for supplies, the bids for which must
Union county, to join her father Aver-- i Who Have Lived at Santa Fe."
CO.
I
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isto Lucero.
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by
Also Oldest Undertaking Firm in Santa Fe Co.
u cioch tomorrow forenoon.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Currier of St. SUPERINTENDENTS
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Dental Board.
who are
Johnsbury, Vermont,
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and Light Company, Druggist J. X. the county.
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courtesies of the local dentists who
Zook, and Bailiff John R. McFie, Jr., do. not earn any fees and have no
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For Large Lot with House, condition of House immaterial,
the Valley Ranch and Upper Pecos. other than the annual salary provided ily lor tne tree clinics and other won
of
the
board.
in
outskirts of city, at a REASONABLE PRICE. If you
V.
has
D.
Veeder
by law. Therefore, this clause cannot
Attorney John D.
Xew York City. Mr. affect them.
left
Las
for
have
such a property let us know about it at once.
Vegas
J
Veeder is a delegate to the national
if it could be held that the office of FOURa POSS!BIITIES
FACE REPUBLICAN
convention from Xew Mex- - county superintendent is a new office,
$ Democratic
NATIONAL CONVENTION.
ico and will go from Xew York to Bal- - created by the constitution, for which
Room 8, Capital City Bank
timore.
j the legislature has provided no
Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
salary,
(Continued from page one.)
Friends of Mrs. Connor, Mrs. Shea the conclusion would be inevitable
California, yeas 2; nays 24.
and Mr. and Mrs. Alan R. McCord, that such an officer must serve with- ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
Colorado, yeas 12; nays 0.
who are in Long Beach, have received out salary until the legislature fixes
Connecticut,
but
yeas 14; nays 0.
word that they are enjoying the ocean one;
there is no ground for that
Delaware, yeas C; nays o.
breezes and the many attractions of position. I believe that county super- Florida, yeas 12; nays 0.
intendents are mentioned only twice in
the constitution and that such menGeorgia, yeas 24; nays 4, a gain of
tion merely recognizes
their exist- two for Taft.
jjj
ence. Section 2 of Article VII deluaho, yeas 0 nays S.
clares that women are qualified to hold
Illinois, yeas ; nays 51, a loss of
the office of county school superin- - two for Taft.
IN
THE LATEST
lnili'irio ..
fpilftfnt mill C4.tmn ft nf Avti.l..
niYividea that iha ctnto linnvH if cirli,f.-voting, a loss or one for Roosevelt.
j
tion shall include a county superinj
Iowa, yeas lij; imys 10.
C.
tendent of schools. Under these cirand Early
For
Kansas, ye.is
IS.
nays
I believe that the
cumstances
Fall Wear.
Kentucky, yeas 24; nays 2, a gain o.
Phone. Black 204.
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
laws as to salaries of county one for Taft.
in
continue
force
superintendents
Louisiana, yeas 24; nays 0.
of section i of Article XXII of
Kansas, yeas 2; nays IS.
the constitution which continues all
Main, yeas 0; nays 12.
Southeast of Plaza.
territorial laws, not inconsistent with
yeas 7; nays 9, a loss of
the constitution, in force until altered oneMaryland,
for Taft.
or repealed. Therefore, I see no reaMassachusetts, yeas IS; nays IS.
son to doubt
the superintendents
H.
KAUNE
GO. can continue tothatreceive
yeas 20; nays 10, a gair
With
salaries under of Michigan,
Finest Line of Sterling. Silver Ware
one for Taft.
the territorial laws thus continued in
in tne Beautitul and-fle- w
Minnesota, yeas 0; nays 24.
force. I find nothing in the San MiOrange Blossom, Chippendale
Mississippi,
yeas
1G;
cases
4.
in
AND OTHER PATTERNS.
conflict with this
guel county
nays
Missouri, yeas 1G; nays 20.
view.
See
Our
Montana, yeas S ;nays 0.
Yours truly,
F. W. CLAXCY,
Nebraska, yeas 0; nays 16.
San Francisco;
Reliable Jeweler
Nevada, yeas 6; nays 0.
Attorney General.
Street
New Hampshire, yeas S; nays 0.
Citizens Ditch Project Approved.
New Jersey, yeas 0; nays 28.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller, apbe
New Mexico, yeas 7; nays 1, a
proved change of point of diversion
gain
made by the Citizens Ditch and Irri- of one for Taft.
of
Xew
Mexico.
gation Company
Aztec,
North Carolina, yeas 1; nays
a
This is a change of point of diversion loss of two for Taft.
on Permit Xo. 50, granted several
New York, yeas 75; nays 15, a loss
years ago to this company, and was of two for Taft.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
caused by the washing out of the
North Carolina challenged
and
headgate during the recent floods. The po'led. Result, 2 yeas
nays, a loss
point of diversion has been moved up of one for Taft.
AND RETAIL
stream about a mile and a half and
North Dakota, yeas 2; nays S, a
SWASTIKA
conveys water to 7,000 acres of land.
LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
A great many thousands of fruit trees gain of two for Tft.
CERILLOS
LUMP
SAWED
WOOD
Ohio, yeas 14, nays 34.
have been planted under this project
COAL
STEAM
16.
Oklahoma,
yeas
WOOD
CORD
4;
nays
and the state engineer, in approving
Oregon, yeas 5; nays 5, a gain of
this change which conflicted with the
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
filing of Jay Turley Xo. 438, approved two for Taft.
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
the same on this ground, that the
Pennsylvania 12 ayes; 64 nayes.
for
Rhode
0.
ciitch
Island,
in
10;
had
been
ayes
nayes
system
operation
before
South Carolina ayes 11; nayes 6; not
and had considerable money Bpent up
a
1,
loss
of one for Roosevelt.
you on it, whereas the other proposition voting
South Dakota, ayes 0: naves 10.
was still on paper and the interest of
the state required that encouragement
Tennessee, ayes 23; nayes 1.
The motion to table carried by a
should be given to those who conEDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
vote of 5G4 to 510; a victory for the
struct.
MANUFACTURER OF
Other Applications for Water Rights. Taft people.
Yesterday's vote was
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
Application Xo. 025 by M. Martinez 558 t 502; a Taft gain of six, four
of Virsylvia, N. M., for waters of Rito not voting and a Roosevelt loss of
Both Native and Germantow n Wool Used.
Queniazon, small irrigation project eight.
Send for Price List.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
in northern Taos county. Approved.
119
Don
Application No. 565, A. L. Taylor, for MURDERER OF MRS.
Caspar Avenue.
HELEN KNABE LOCATED.
waters of Cottonwood draw, Eddy
We Have Our First Arrival of
county, approved.
of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Application No. 17, extension
CANTALOUPES
time, Farmers Development Company.
Indiananolis. Ind.. .lnn 19 Actina
From Imperial ValleV. TheV Are Fine aPPr0Vd- This project has 3,000 acres on a statement of Harry C. Webster,
under cultivation, and an extension of a private detective in the employ of
time to Denenciai use was granted on the local council of women that he
this ground.
had evidence that would result in the
No. 240, change of point of diversion indictment of the murderer of Dr.
KAUNE
H.
CO. by Capital Securities Company from Helene Knabe, the
25c
county grand jury
Day;(&
the point of the Turley south side today
investigation nf the
Furnished rooms in connections Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
dltch t0 the intake 0 the Hammond case. Webster refused to discuss the
.ditch of 140 cubic feet, approved.
mature of the information he has sub- G. LIPE HERRERA, Prop
111 Saa Francisco Street
::
::
No. 151, by Krause & Fletcher, El mitted to the grand jury.

ins uranceI
--

:

FURNITURE

Phone 36.

SURETY BONDS

this month

'

t

$2. 0

P. O. Box, 219.

Safety Spelled the New Way

MRS. W. L1NDHARDT,

Ladies' White Nubuck Shoes, . . .
The New Colonial Slippers in white,
tan, gun metal and patent, . . . m5t".UU
1
Children's White Nubuck Shoes, . .
f

SELIGM UN BROS.

We Do What We Advertise

125 Palace Ave.
Judge E. R. Wright spent yesterday paratory department.
at Las Vegas.
Paul Doran, formerly manager of the
.Mrs. S. Hensley of EI I'aso, spent Palace hotel and now
state iigetit for Paso, water power on Rio Ppnnm
today in Santa Pe.
an auto concern has mine m Kokomn cancelled, failure of anulk flnl 1rt frill..
Mrs. V. C. McDonald will not ue Indiana, the home of the
Haynes auto. struct in accordance with the require
ai home tomorrow.
to learn fully about the car n:d to at- - ments of the office.
Charles J. Muse of Leavenworth, tend a factory house warming as the
Xo. ;:.j4, W. P. Turner, et
a, Roswell.
Kansas, was in the city today.
Power project on the Penasco.
guest of the company.
Also
George K. Viuiams of Glorieta is a
Jack Curley, promoter of the .ToTi n- - rejected for same reason.
business visitor in Albuquerque.
No. !t!l. T. C. Tillotson,
bout, left this afternoon on
Roswell,
Elias Clark, merchant of Alcalde, train No. 1 for
Albuquerque on a short Power project on the Penasco filed
was a business visitor here today.
business trip. He was accompaaied subsequent to Xos. 131 and 354, apE. Clyde Ely Iiks returned fro:n a
by Mrs. Curley and Herman llfeld, proved, the way having been cleared
week siient in the Espanola valley.
one of the local promoters
of the lor the approval of this application!
Mora
State Senator Juan Navarro of
which has been on file for several!
bout. Las Vegas Optic.
1 was a visitor in Ias Vegas yesterday.
Our dear friend, the Hon. William years by the rejection of the Krause
Mrs. O. A. Haynes will leave tomor 11. Andrews, will be in Las Ciuces in and Turner filings.
row for Boise City, Idaho, via Pueblo a
Xo. oMi, Gila Farm
with Major
day or so to visit
Company, for . K
and Denver.
.Mr. Andrews
hns many waters of Duck Creek, irrigation of j K
Llewellyn.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Reese, of Toledo, friends here who will lie glad to see J,4imi acres, approved.
Xo. fiett, J. ,j. Hyatt of
Iowa, tourists, spent yesterday in the him looking so well and that he is
Doming, for
so well satisfied with things in gen- Hood water to irrigate probably
Capital City.
20n

I

LNTVAlHApN

$4.00

i

of

"

'

i

SELIGIi

The Great Big Ones ; Steamer Trunks, always useful; Su it
vases in a great variety 01 learners.

TRAVELING BAGS

i

B. Romero

THE BEST LINE ON THE MARKET,
ft

!i

MILLINERY
the balance

W

W

i

YOU MAKE YOUR

You need go no

G W. Jacobs, Prop.

IN- -

I

J

J

.

Great Bargains

Mrs.

i

Does a General Banking

fAGE FIVE

No. 434 San Francisco Street
the Pacific, resort.

UNITED STATES BANK

M.

S.

5

Where Prices are Lowest
for bate Quality.

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run

Night.

Regular Meals

AQE S!

THE SANT A TE XEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. X. 1L

oi, Louis Rocky
j

i,

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1312.

RABBI'S PRAYER AT
NATIONAL CONVENTION.

&

Fervent

Words of Supplication
Throne of Almighty Asks for
Divine Blessing.

Penitentiary Bids.
For Supplies for the New Mexico
Penitentiary, for Six Months Ending

P R OFE S S i 0 N AL GAR

D

S,

to November 30th, 1912.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
all samples must be labeled, showing
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) name of bidder, and name and full
i
Attorney ani Counselor at Law.
ooms
Chicago, June 19. The prayer of description of article. Samples must
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO
Rabbi Stolz at the Republican national be delivered to the office of the Super- Capital Ofty Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
convention today, was as follows:
intendent not later than 9 o'clock a.
Assistant District Attorney, First
"0, Lord, who art the loving Father m., on June 20th, 1912. All bids to be
1912In ffet Auril
(Head Down)
(Read Up)
of all mankind, the just Ruler of the made in accordance with conditions of Judicial District.
2) It
STATIONS
(1)1 (3)19 Mll6b
(1)2 (2)" 12 (3)20
nations, the everlasting God whose blank proposals, which will be fura in
p m
a tu
a m
pm
p m
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
counsel of righteousness and truth nished by the Superintendent on ap50
0
De Moines. X. M...Ar
900
over the waves of passion plication. No bids otherwise made will
0
4
RuiuuMo
8 ;iO
prevaileth
Attorney-I" 06
11
8 30
Hvdiuau
- - New Mexico,
and the tumult of voices, we bless be entertained. A bond will be re- Santa Fe,
11 20
16
8
15
Oapullu
Rheumatism is one of the oldest of human ailments, and yet the Tbee that Thou hast set our nation quired from all successful
10 35
20
8 05
for
Vigil
bidders,
1050
25
7 45
causes which produce it was a question long in doubt. It was thought high among the peoples of the earth the faithful fulfillment of contracts,
Thompson
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
II 00
Meloctie
i8
7 :15
at one time to be a disease of the bones entirely; its origin was also at- and has been our strength in every within ten days of award and a certi.
10
31
7
25
Attorneys-at-LawCunningham
II ao
42
6 50
Clifton House
tributed to some specific affection of the nerves, and various other conflict, our present help in every fied check of 10 per cent of the amount
Practice in the District Court as
12 05
49
30
Ar
t,T
Raton. N'. M
of the bid will be required to be fur- well as before the Supreme Court o
theories which proved to be wrong, were put forward in an effort to time of need.
0
lift
iUitou. N. M
Ar
45 i"! TT .
i.v
T
iW..
9 24
'''fton Honsg
find a cure for the trouble.
Under these conditions the treatment of "In Thy bounty, Thou hast given us nished with the bid.
the State.
mimi
43
Sfiesuou
soi
Groceries and Meats.
. New Mexico.
Las Cruces, Rheumatism was very unsatisfactory and only of a temporary nature. this land flowing with milk and honey;
05
65
8 50
KoehlPr Juneilon
2000 lbs. Apples, dried.
m
J 35
it was determined beyond doubt that Rheumatism is a blood and in Thy gracious Providence, Thou
Uolfax
8 20
When
3 03
76
hast destined it to become the Prom8 02
500 lbs. Bacon, breakfast.
l)rrososo
G. W. PRICHARD,
3 2j
disease, brought about by an excess of uric acid in the circulation, then
62
....
Lv
Ar
J 45
Ctmarrou
30
5 00
..... its cure became a matter of purifying the blood and thus destroying ised Land of Liberty and Equality, the 50 lbs. Baking Powder, (K. C. 5 lb.
Ar am
Lv
Cimarron
Attorney and Counsel a.-- at La.
86
home
of
s'4
52
Nash
4
the free, the refuge of the cans.)
Practice in all the District CourU
8
its source. Because it is the best of all blood purifiers S. S. S. has
42
Hnrlaa
S000 lbs. Beans, Mexican.
4 y5
oppressed, the goal of the strong and
4 25
94
Ar
ITts Park. N. M...Lv
and gives special attention to cases
been the most successful of all treatments for Rheumatism.
tine aspiring who would share our
25U0 lbs. Beans, Navy.
before the State Supreme Court.
When this uric acid gets into the circulation it causes a partial inheritance
p m
of Law and Order. And
30,000 lbs. Beef, fresh.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
of
which
it
from
a
fermentation
the
rich
blood,
we
thick,
XV.
Thee
10
stream,
for
changes
S.
the multitude who
doz. Brooms, warehouse.
Connects at Colfax with E. P.
praise
Ry. train North.
to a thin, acrid fluid, whose nourishing properties are greatly impaired. have found blessing within our bor35 cans Corn, canned,
t Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
equal "Sun-C. W. G. WARD,
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. XI., for Elizabethtown, X. XI., at 9 a. m., daily Through the circulation the uric acid is carried to every muscle, ders; we thank Thee for every bene- burst."
State District Attorney.
ficent
and
of
institution
of
Rheumathen
and
aches
and
of
1000
nerve
the
within
$:J.50
one
the
established
round
Corn
lbs.
23
wav,
bagFare
$2.00
lb.
sacks.
body,
pounds
fifty
joint
except Sunday.
trip;
Meal,
pains
For San Jliguel and Xlora Counties.
3500 lbs. Coffee, roasted, whole.
tism commence.
The longer the blood is allowed to remain in this our domain, for what of Justice has
gage carried free.
Las
Vegas, - - - . New Xlexico.
become
common
.100
the
of
N.
law
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines,
the laud,
lbs. Crackers, 1 lb. packages.
M., for the south at 11:11 p. tn.;
acrid, weakened condition the more severe will the disease become.
for
our
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
03,000 lbs. Flour, actual weight.
goodly inheritance of tolerance
Gradually the muscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin
HARRY D. MOULTON,
1250 lbs. Lard compound, 50 lb. cans.
(1) Daily.
to stiffen, and frequently calculous deposits collect and form knots at and peace.
Attorney-at-Law- .
"And
we
beseech
XI.
of
Thee.
1500
Lord
F.
lbs.
WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
Hominy.
the finger joints.
Santa
Fe, New Xlexico.
be
with
9
as
Hosts,
Thou
been
General
cases
hast
and
us,
Matches
(3) Euesdays, Thursday
Passenger Agent.
Saturdays.
(Domino, 720 to
The pains of Rheumatism may often be temporarily relieved by with our fathers. Help us to prove case).
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
the application f hot cloths, liniments, plasters, etc., but as such treat- ourselves worthy of Thy blessings.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
750 lbs. XIacaroni, bulk.
ment does not reach the blood, no one should expect permanent JIake us mindful of our duties as well 600 lbs. Oleomargarine.
as our rights, our responsibilities as
benefit from it.
150 lbs. Pepper, black, whole.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
There is just one way to cure Rheumatism and that is to purify well as our privileges. Grant us the 2000 lbs. Pork sausages.
that a people perisheth where
1000 lbs. Peaches, dried.
.
Attorneys-at-Lawthe blood of the uric acid. S. S. S. does this more quickly and cer- insight
1300 lbs. Prunes, dried.
Practice in the Courts and before
S. S. S. eliminates this uric acid there is no vision, and the true undertainly than any other medicine.
230 lbs. Red Chili, ground.
standing that a great nation maketh
Land Department.
It is made its
because it is the most penetrating of all blood remedies.
rulers. Righteousness and its of1300 lbs. Rice.
Land grants and titles examined.
and
and
barks
of
herbs
roots,
scientifically ficer, Peace, seeketh leaders who decompounded
entirely
5 cs. Sapolio.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
blended in such manner as to make it a medicine that acts through the spise the gain of oppression and with14 bx. Soap, Lenox.
N. M.
circuiation with good effect on every portion of the system.
S. S. S. hold their hands from
20 bx. Soap, Ivory, small size.
bribes, maketh
cures Rheumatism permanently because it removes the cause on chief those who glory it is to serve
3000 lbs. Salt, table, 25 lb. sacks.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
which the disease thrives. S. S. S. contains no harmful minerals, it is mankind by Justice, Fidelity and
5000 lbs. Sugar, granulated.
.
Attorneys-at-Law450 gal. Syrup (2 gal. jackets.)
perfectly safe for every one. Write for our special book on Rheuma- Truth. Bestow upon the delegates
Practice iu all the Courts and
assembled the spirit of wisdom and
40 lbs. Tea, green.
tism and learn of the great success S. S. S. has had in curing it.
the Interior Department.
1000 lbs. Tobacco, Dukes Mixture.
No charge for the understanding, of counsel and might,
advice desired will be furnished you.
- New Xlexico.
Taos,
that
in
decide
60
cs.
and
they
Tomatoes.
Colton brand or
justice
equity
book or advica. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
and not after the sight of their eyes equal.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
or the hearing of their ears, and that
H. L. ORTIZ,
5 cs. Washing Powder, Star
Xaptha.
they guide themselves by the truth
2000 lbs. Weine Wurst.
Attorney and Counsel
that righteousness exalteth a nation
4 cs. Concentrated
& Rio''
Practicing before all the Courts ia
Lye.
and injustice is a reproach to any peo1S5 lbs. Yeast. Fleischman's
(in the State.
ple.
- New Xlexico
Santa Fe, equal weekly shipments.)
TO
IN
"And so may Thy Kingdom come
Hay and Grain.
and Thy will be done on earth.
73000 lbs. Oats.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
Amen."
4000 lbs. Bran.
Public Stenographer.
Is It the Simple Life?
50,000 lbs. corn.
Santa Fe, New Xlexico.
Progress, was in town Thursday and
L. W. Jackson has been visiting the was happy as could be.
Coal.
He said he THIS IS WORTH READING
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
4000 tons Screened Lump Coal
Silverton neighborhood quite regular-- would have come sooner, but was dePhone Red 1G2.
AVhen the new
recent'y, and rumor lias it that he tained, owing to the fact he could not
annex and
Clothing.
4 gross Pants Buckles.
has become so infatuated with that get the county surveyor up there to improvements of The Albany Hotel,
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVE..
30 gross Shirt Buttons.
portion of the valley that he would measure him for a suit of clothes Denver, are completed,
this hotel
TISE?
40 gross Suspender Buttons.
like to take a claim some place near sooner so he had to wait. Uncle Kline wil have a total of 3(10 rooms. .14 n of
Tell your story to
is
the
limit.
250 yds. Light Drill.
Tueumcari News.
the foothills. Time will tell whether
which will be either rooms with a
2,000,000
Readers
250 yds. Heavy Drill.
this is more than rumor, however.
nviirui-private bath or vnnms with
Twelve Dollars.
Dear Old Mother.
1500
A.
A.
C.
yds.
News.
Ticking,
We will place your
lavatory and toilet. This is uractiadvertiy
a
2000 yds. Cantcn Flannel
It takes mother-lov30 in. nient :n 25
to bring up aically equal to the total
of
leading newspapers' Sur,- D. & R. G.
wide.
child, and all will readily agree that rooms with hath that the Denver ho
Everybody is for George.
aay issue, tor $12 per insertion. De250 yds. Toweling, nash.
The Saturday Evening Post has giv- me miracie oi mouier-iovis a con tels could boast of one year ago.
D.
T. F. & P. A.,
Fe.
scriptive circular FREE.
2000
stant
Blue
Tenim.
wonder.
our
Without
yds.
en
how
would
present
it,
Curry,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
This expenditure of money and en200
54
the
in.
yds
little
wide.
Sheeting,
perverse
Congressman, a nice writeup, styling
tyrant survive the largement of the hotel has been for
AGENCY,
Leather, Shoe Findings, Etc.
lit, "Curry, a la Tulnrosa," that being buffets the world is sure to give? The the one
of
Taos, New Mexico.
purpose
2000
accommodating
lbs. Oak Tan Sole Leather.
his home town. Tularosa is proud of child runs to mother with a mashed
who may wish rooms with
500 lbs. Light Kip Leather.
him and so is New Xlexico and he is 'finger and mother's kiss is the needed everyone
DR. W.
UME BROWN,
and upon arriving at
toilet,
private
The Board of Penitentiary Commisin
17
to
mention
the
Post's
7,
and
same.
entitled
balmat
It
70, its the
justly
The
Dentist.
these
Albany
one
not
will
reserves
sioners
days,
Tuthe
is
love that makes existence possible,
"Who's Who, and Why" columns.
right to reject
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
and the strongest love known to hu- have to wait for a room with bath, any and all bids, or parts thereof.
eumcari News.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
but
the
In
management will be able to
man family is mother's love. God
That Uncle Kline Again.
submitting T)ids for above supplies Pnone
Red 6.
L. L. Klinefelter, editor of the Obar bless the mothers
Tueumcari News. assign persons to a room with bath or bidders should write nlflinlv nn nvo. '
0ffice Honrs 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
a room with private toilet immedilope the following:
"BIDS FOR THE
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
And by Appointment.
ately upon arrival, and in making NEW MEXICO
PENITENTIARY,"
Th West Point of th Southwett"
throat. Each renewal of the attack these improvement, The Albany has with the name of the bidder, to avoid
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Ranked by United States War Deseemed to
tear his insides" as tried by the expenditure of a large opening of bids by mistake before date
j IN
EYE he expressed"fairly
InstituPhysician and Surgeon.
it. The works at Am- sum of money, to arrange so that set.
partment ai "Distinguished
Office and Residence Washington.
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
samples may be sent separately,
pere cover twenty-fivacres, and the those who wish to have both accom
Department.
employes had to walk through sever- - modations for $1.50 and $2.00 per day plainly marked and numbered, to the Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
Superintendent.
al big shops. So exhausted was he can secure the same.
Through Academic course, preparGetting Things.
ah supplies must De turnisned iniz to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Cruces is going to get its fede- - that when a fresh attack seized him,
ing young men for college or business
Over 100 of these new bath rooms
lite. Great amount of open air work.
ral building, thanks to the energetic he staggered and a'mott fell. He put which have been installed will be at such quantities and at such times as
Phone Black 47.
the Superintendent may direct.
Healthiest location of any Military
efforts of Senator Fall. New Mexico out one hand to steady himself, and a tariff of $1.50 and
$2.00 per day, and
By order of the Board of PenitenBchool ia the Union. Located in the
will have much to be thankful for as the next instant he straight ?ned out 00 rooms with
private toi!et and lava tiary Commissioners.
beautiful Fecos Valley, the garden spot
a result of its election of Judge Fall, rigidly. His hand had come in con- tory at $1.50 per day, so that anyone
JOHN B. McXIANUS,
of the West at an elevation of 3vu
tact with a generator carrying a cur- - making a trip to Denver and wishing
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
j
Superintendent.
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$4.25fi0.90;
v.eeks quick notes in shorthand ot
is really based on 12,300 acres. The
Cti 8.25.
8.20; colves, $5.50
TALK can be taken
total value of crops raised was
Market TEACHERS' comes the
22,000.
Hogs Receipts,
proland
happy child.
down; then
the
actually
Using
above
5
to
10c
strong,
yesterday's It will be sunshine all his 'er life
ducing crops as a basis, the average
Mixed
average. Light, $7.00'?; 7.42
with the knowledge, without shortvalue per acre was $20.33.
$7 0 5ft 7 5 0;
$7.1O(7t7.50:
heavy,
the
hand, all his er life is sorrow, at not
Leaving out of consideration
a
rough, $7.05T; 7.50; pigs, $5. 10ft 6.80; being able to do the work equal to
peach crop which represents only
bulk of sales, $7.35ft7.45.
rethe other who has learned shorthand.
comparative
the
small acreage,
Market
22,000.
were
Sheep Receipts,
40
When your child is through the High
to
acres,
turns from farms up
slow. Native, $:!.25ft5.35; western, School, think of the opportunities for
?:!a.Ct per acre; from farms from 40
offers and
$4.75'ft 7.00 a situation. A hundred
Yearlings,
$:;.5oft5.4o:
to 80 acres, the returns were $21.68;
lannbs, native,
$4.25'fi7.73; western chances in life to half a chance when
and from farms from 80 to 160 acres
$5.25ft
$4. 50ft 7.85; Springs, lambs,
shorthand is not known. For the
the returns were $15.68. Thes comchild's sake, let he.'er learn short
PENASCO DIVERSION DAM.
parisons were not made from all the
hand and tyivewriting NOW.
Cotton.
farms on the project, but from about
19.
The new A. B. C. shorthand is not
Cotton
New
spot
June
York,
of
cent
10 farms in each district of each class,
43
about
per
30 days, as this shows that
kind our grandfathers wrote, it
the
closed
lower;
and
twenty
points
cultivawhere ordinary good care was practic- it has been necessary to provide new farmers have not been able to obtain water for a period of about
quiet,
the total irrigable area is in
A. B. C. and
and enlarged spillways to take care irrigation water even when the flood Jthev were unable to divert water at tion.
ed in farm operations.
middling uplands 11.60; middling gull is based on the every-daThe El Ps0
can be easily read, written, and learn10W stages of the river.
11.85. Sales 36 bales.
In addition to the products of the of the excessive floods.
came. Ye were able to provide that
BUffered from a shortage ot
(To be concluded tomorrow.)
ed, and never forgotten.
land the settlers this year sold live
The developments
in and about dam at a relatively low cost, and thus vaUey al0
the game IeIlgtu 0f
Come in and talk it over. Say what
f(jr
ab(jut
stock to the amount of $11,230.20.
Carlsbad are such as to illustrate
tne iarmers to get on meir ieei jme
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
can afford to pay weekly. Wo
you
Not many new settlers have bought what can be done with the completed permit
h"
cannot
the canals built many
want the pupiL and we want thu
Quality of water was exception- - bv local applications, as they
land during 1911, although there has system, one of the most notable fea- by utilizing
car- renoh thfi diseased portion of the ear.
ago.
money, but we want to train hundreds
ally good, as the percentage of silt
been considerable exchange of out- tures being the rapid growth of fruit years
f
that of ThprR ia onlv one way to cure deaf- The Chairman. That is, before the -- je'd waK onlv about
in shorthand and make use of them
side farm property for irrigated lands and shade trees.
as our assistants in teaching in tho
government took charge?
jness, and that is by constitutional
an average season.
under the project. The price o? land
Mr. Andrus.
How long have these
Mr. Newell. Yes. The old canals
Public Schools, and at our own Colmade
Deafness is caused by an
About 60 per cent of the irrigated remedies.
where cash sales have been
trees been growing?
a diversion dam were of little ands are planted in alfalfa, 12 perj lnameu' condition of the mucous
without
raw
and as traveling demonstrators
acre
for
leges,
from
per
$60
ranges
Mr. Newell. The trees referred to
At the city of El Paso it will cent in corn and Mexican beans, 15ling o the Eustachian Tube. When
and salesmen and women. Plenty of
land to $175 for improved land near
in
indoor or outdoor work and always
town. Six years ago, before the work in these illustrations are cottonwood be necessary to provide a diverting per cent jn wheat, and 13 per cent
this tube is inflamed you have a ruma good income. There is no better
orchards, vineyards, and gardens. Al- bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
The Burroughs is the only
opening throughout the world than is
falfa is generally the best crop grown when it is entirely closed, deafness
offered to competent shorthand writ
and gives the best net returns, the is the result, and unless the inflamwhich maintains
organization
ers and typists. I'ncle Sam want
yield for the season of 1911 being mation can be taken out and this tube
of
Sysa
regular department
The yield was
them in every service, and for proof
above the average.
to its normal condition, hearrestored
tem Research and Service
see any postoffice and read the
tons per acre. The corn
about S
nina
be
will
forever;
destroyed
ing
notices pasted up. Every department,
for the purpose of finding the
and bean crop was comparatively good, cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
while wheat varied from very poor to which is
Postoffice, Weather Bureau, Forestry,
right way to get figures and
nothing but an inflamed conInland Revenue, Customs, Washinggood.
tho
mucous surfaces.
furnishes
and
of
then
the
dition
facts,
For the season of 1911 the Rincon
ton, D. C. offices, abroad and almost
(t- machine to handle them at a
We will give One Hundred Dollars
the United
every town throughout
(district had a larger area of wheat
of Deafness, caused by
States and its dependencies are clamorprice for the machine alone.
planted and produced on an average for any case cennot
be cured by
The same the
more wheat per acre than for the past catarrh, that
ing for stenographers.
Fifteen minutes talking to
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuworld over. The opportunities are un16 years, the yield being about 2
our representative may show
limited.
lars, free.
ousneis per acre, mine w cue
you a lot of new things Free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Santa Fe Business College, the Busivalley, under the Leasburg diversion
of course.
ness University of New Mexico.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
23 per cent of the crop
about
dam,
'
4.
Hours of Tuition:
was lost from rust, and on the west
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti9 to 12 noon.
side of the river, in the Mesilla valley, pation.
Adding Machine Co.,
Burroughs
1:30 to 5.
only about 50 per cent of the crop was
Congressman George Curry has
Sales
w. H. LONG,
Manager.
Close noon Saturday.
saved from rust. Many of the farm- written friends in Roswell that he
ers attribute the large amount of rust will visit them the latter part of June,
Evenings, Monday, Wednesday, FriP. O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
SPILLWAY AVALON.
in this season's wheat to the extrava- - Miss Lillie Hammer, who conducts
day 7 to 9.
i
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What is that we enjoy having,
hurry to get rid of?

The Home of Quality Groceries

M.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1912.

tire period that the delegates to the flamed, swollen and do they ache? Ap- LITTLETON WANTS TO
General Federation of Women's Clubs ply Zook's eye water.
INVESTIGATE CONVENTION.
are in town, without regard to the
Putnam Out on Bond R. G. Put- (By Special Leased Wire 10 New Mexican
b
usual hours of opening and closing.
nam, mounted
policeman, who reLead Arsenate, London Purple and cently shot and killed Jose Sanchez
Senate.
White Hellebore for spraying plants. at Elephant Butte, whom he declared
Washington, D. C, June 19.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Zook's Pharmacy.
Not in session.
had resisted arrest, was arraigned on
Denver, Colo., June 19. Xew
Prayer Meeting at 7:30 O'clock
a charge of involuntary manslaughter
House. .
Mexico tonight fair; warmer in
The prayer meeting at the Presbyte- and released on $1,000 bond
Met at noon.
pending
south portion, Thursday fair.
rian church this evening, will begin at the
Took up the calendar.
meeting of the grand jury accord7:30 p. m. so as to permit the memto a report he made to the heading
bers to attend the lecture to be given
Wants to Investigate Chicago
For Absolutely destroying ants use
quarters of the mounted police here
tonight at 8 p. m. by Mrs. Clark at
He said he was forced o kill
Conventio.n
Zook's Ant Destroyer.
the Archaeological lecture room in the today.
Sanchez because the man had seized
Delinquent Taxes Collected Sheriff old Palace.
Washington, D. C, June If). Reprehim by the throat and was striking sentatives Martin W. Littleton has
Closson has collected $1,348.80 on sevHistory Now on Sale B. M Read's at him with a knife.
en executions issued because of taxes Illustrated
prepared a resolution cal'ing for a
of New Mexico, just
History
delinquent for 191 1.
from press, is now for sale and may
Tonight's program at the Elks', The congressional investigation of the
Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing, be ordered directly from the author, Tin Can Rattle. Trail of Gold, One Is charges of bribery made in the RepubOur appetites, of course!
a: LroeDels.
Don') lican national convention, and it is
;0r through the Xew Mexican Printing Business, the Other Crime.
No Quorum Present There was no Company. Price $10.
said will submit it to the House upon
miss it.
of Commerce
Chamber
of
the
his return from New York in a day
meeting
Your
Unless
Tax
Poll
pay
poll
your
no
last evening as only five members and .tax is paid by June 30, your name will
or two.
1
the secretary put in their appearance, be placed on the delinquent list and
KILLING IS REPORTED
The Trail of Gold, a great drama: legal steps taken to collect it, which
CALL ISSUED FOR NATIONAL
AT LAS ANIMAS.
To
at the Elks' tonight.
will add costs to the dollar due. Depu- BANK STATEMENTS.
Word was received in Santa
!
Notice Sparks has quit selling elec-- ' ty Sheriff Seferino Baca is collecting
(By Special Leased Wlte to New Mexican)
Fe this morning that Juan
trie irons. He will let you try one the tax and can be found daily at his
Washington, D. C, June 19. The
who has relatives here,
people
free and the iron will sell itself.
office at the cpunty jaiL
killcomptroller of the currency today isand
shot
had been
sued a call for a statement of the conis,
Held for Postage In the morgue at ' The Tin Can Ratt.e, a comedy at
ed at Las Animas, a small
dition of all national banks in the
the Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
to
addressed
town
in
a
letter
San
the
northern
!
Miguel
postoffice,
To
United States at the close of business
Another Cool Day Yesterday the county. . It is said the body is
Charles E .Ely, Chicago, is held for
cn Friday, June 14.
postage, and a letter addressed to maximum temperature was 64 degrees,
being brought here for burial
the minimum 35 degrees. At Las
but no details of the killing
Join Williams for proper address.
were Known. The report, as it
Mer c h a n d i s e This Bas u was 32 degrees and there was. a
you
MEET AT THE PUBLIC
Last night, the ther- reached here, wos that the
week "Townsend" offers some splen- - heayy
LIBRARY TOMORROW.
it! did bargains, Khaki, linen and plain
u.uppeu lo
ueg.ees.
man was killed by a deputy
Members of the Woman's
was 17 degrees
1
temperature
move
will
a
Our
white
sheriff
or
skirts.
constable.
prices
We
Board of Trade and of the
below the average. The relative hum- them
Fifteen Club are urged to be at
was uown to
cent;
last
per
luuy
below,
Smallpox at El Paso. There are!
the public library tomorrow X
warmer weather is
and
Fair
evening.
five cases of smallpox at the eruptive
R. G. PREFERRED
forenoon at ten o'clock to re- predicted for tomorrow.
hospital at El Paso. Four patients
SUFFERS ON WALL STREET.
the visiting member of
ceive
!
Tor
Rooms
Furnished
Rent
Elegantly
0
I, i,vi c clnnonTir fii.niphrtI nH Vinir.
the Women's Federation who
.
.
as cured last. week. All the
charged
arrive from the east for a two
.
.
all modern conveniences, includ- - Wabash Also Sold Down to Lowest
- ling
remaining ones are expected to rePoint on Record Because of
hours stay in Santa Fe on their
electric light, steam heat and
ing
CQVr
X
Political Fuss.
way to the Pacific coast.
ln
Banlt
Historical Rooms Will Be Ope- n-! bu Iff.'
,Fi'st f,NUo?al
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
A?pIy
The rooms of the Historical Society
New York, N. Y., June 19 Although
minur Bankrupt leases in me u. o.
will be open tomorrow during the en- Phone 92.
Rooms for Rent Single or in suite,
district court this morning the case of the political situation continues to
with or
George H. Hunker trustee of estate of absorb a major share of attention, to- furnished or unfurnished,
Stewart A. Apgar, bankrupt vs. Ben-- i day's early stock market showed without private bath, etc. Apply, 237
jamin F. Forsythe an order of dismis some inclination to emerge from the Washington avenue.
sal was entered with costs charged extreme dullness of the early week.
r
to defendant.
William Brooks
Trading, while very moderate, was
of Texico, was dismissed as characterized by greater confidence.
CHANGE IN PALACE
HOTEL MANAGEMENT.
bankrupt. An order also was issued American Can was conspicuous with
S. A. Akins, a hotel manager
for hearing in final bankruptcy of a
Common
Wabash
t
gain.
from Kansas
of experience
Ever Harden of Dexter, Chaves coun- and Preferred sold down to new low
ty.
City, has acquired the famous
KM
records with weakness in Denver and
old Palace hotel, Santa Fe's
One Is Business, the Other Crime, a
Rio Grande preferred. Bonds were
foremost hostelry for many
hiograph and a good one, at the Elks
Think what it means to you to have a dainty bathroom, a
steady.
!? years, and will make many imtonight.
t
convenient cleanly laundry and a bright, glossy white kitchen
rise in Interborough
' A
provements that will give the
Lad
Cruel
Joke
The
little
Plays
t
Bink. It means satisfaction, a constant pleasure to know that
preferred and a
hotel a thoroughly modern and
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Metropolitan
!S
in
home
is
decline
with
Department.
well
May
your
properly equipped
designed plumbing
M. Ferguson of New York
satisfactory service.
who re-- i
Stores preferred marked the. only
fixtures.
Sundays, special dinner will
cont'y visited here and now are in Sil
of note in the stagnant mar- Is be served for local businessThis will be the case when
ver City, caused them much alarm changes
Iket of. the late afternoon.
men and their families at 50
we install 'Standard" guaranteed
the other day when he remained hidThe market closed firm. Amalga-- I
thus supplying a need
cents,
den in a tall pine tree near the resi
plumbing fixtures in your home.-Imated rose sharp'y in the last hour,
that Santa Fe has frequently
addition to the excellence of
dence they occupied, while the frananwith re
in connection
voiced of late. Other
tic father, mother and neighbors presumably
the fixtures, we install plumbing
of another advance in copper
will be made
nouncements
ports
in a careful and correct manner,
searched for several hours for him. metal, and the rest of the market harlater.
He finally revealed his presence.
thus insuring a perfect equipment
dened slightly.
Cremated
The body of Robert
throughout, and will gladly go into
details if you will call or write.
Lund, who died Friday last in f.os
Angeles, was cremated in that city on
ttbiyS is K
venj
i
Monday and Dr. Lund and his younger
!
Fe
Hardware
Santa
All colors. $1.00 per doz.pants
son, Richard, are expected to arrive at
in
home
Bernali'lo
their
Thursday.
& Supply Company
'Standard" '
Bath
Mrs. Lund, who is staying with Mrs.
Now is the time to set them out
V. P. Metoalf, will meet her husband
here and accompany liim home. Robert Lund was much beloved in BernaCLARENDON GARDENS
lillo and many friends will sympathize
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
with the parents in their bereavement. Albuquerque Journal.
iki
Bros.'
Butt
Down Town Stand
Drug Store.
How About Your Eyes? Are they in- but

rue naiiv onnun ud
i tii. uniu auunu ui .
.

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC
S

B

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

T HERE'S

better

placewewould advise
buy your meats
than here

o

.

want the

That

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

;

best there
us, is very clear
"YE all must have our
meat,
know,
Can't get along without
all must eat, while
here
Eat the Best, while
you're about it

j

fst.

;

Plaza Market Co.

j

BUT ER! BUTTER!

1

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

DC
'Phone 4.

j

Mars-telde-

illi

SECURE THE BENEFITS
GOOD PLUMBING NOW

s

oFr

two-poin-

one-poin-

SPITZ,

five-poin-

j

89

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

FOR

I

i

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rv.n without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
It you will consider that the rim of

the balar.ee wheel travcli over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil 2nd a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
H e and
accuracy of your watch
7,eave your watch with u.s

te

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

;

M

" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

v.

FEATURING

tlx

'

ML

P1

THE

at 33 13 per cent, discount. Beginning Wednesday, June
one week only, we feature HighGrade, Ready to Wear, at a SpecialJune Price,
READY-TO-WEA- R

SILK DRESSE S AT
i'i,-L

I

lift

j

jjjj

i?k

tF

33

uiv i uuviuo) wuiai us
and Messalines come in Navy, Tan,
Green, Copenhagen, Changeable Effects
i iiv

1

0

33 3O

D ISCOUNT.

need
Baldwin

"4-ln-- l"

and White.
1

oar.7

There are several styles showing
Lace Trimmed Picture Collars. Where-eve- r
your summer place may be, you

It is not often that such dainty,
stylish Silk Dresses are offered at so
big a reduction. Included are Dresses
for Street, Afternoon and Evening
vvva.1.

vmTikWww

Patented

Hi

At Least One Silk Dress

n

Jj

i
r

in your wardrobe, and this is your

portunity to escure it at a

'

'

op-

nominal price.

We have the largest line in the rcity. Everv style, color
and quality that is made for the market. Come in our store and ask our
DISCOUNT.

sales people to show you our House Dress Assortment. You will find as we advertise. If we don't let us know. We have a few yards of Madras left, and we are going to
33
close them out at 20 cents per yard. At June price, a few yards of Pongee Silk. Regular price, $1.25, at 60c per yard.
3
per cent.
per cent, offon all our
.
Ladies' White, Lawn, Batiste, Voile, Marguerette and LIngeree Dresses.
1-

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

-3

off--3-

1-

-3

NATHAN SALMON
rT.v

